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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of the Monroe Area Loop Trail Feasibility Study is to evaluate the viability of constructing
an off-the-road, shared-use path which would provide a safe means for non-motorized transportation
for students, workers, residents, and visitors linking many of the Monroe area regional and county institutions, education centers, and assets. The study is centered on a partnership and collaboration between the City of Monroe, Frenchtown Charter Township, Monroe Charter Township, the County of
Monroe, and other community stakeholders.
While the length of the proposed shared-use path measures 6.5 miles, the entire Loop Trail system provides a distance of approximately 18 miles from its eastern end on Lake Erie to the Monroe County
Community College on South Raisinville Road at its western end. The Loop Trail would result in the tying
together of important community destinations and assets including the Monroe High School, the
Monroe County Community College, the Monroe County Intermediate School District, many County
offices, the County Fairgrounds, the Ellis Branch of the Monroe County Library, Monroe County Trading
Post and Territorial Park, the River Raisin, the Downtown Riverwalk, Munson Park and several other City
parks, the River Raisin Heritage Trail, the River Raisin National Battlefield Park, the Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge, and Sterling State Park.
The project builds on a previous plan which had been envisioned in 2006. The 2006 vision included
greenway links such as the Mark Worrell Trail (North Custer path), the Downtown Riverwalk, and the
Sterling State Park trails, greenway hubs such as Downtown Monroe and Sterling State Park, and greenway sites consisting of schools, parks, and other resources mentioned above. The Monroe Loop Trail has
both community and regional significance because the trail ties together and greatly improve access to
these community resources as well as the regional destinations including international, national, and
state sites or parks of natural, scenic, and historic interests. It is also significant as it promotes
community and regional connectivity by expanding and linking within Monroe County these regionally
and community significant resources as well as several important walking and biking facilities.
The Monroe Loop Trail project has considerable support and meets the needs of the region. It has been
prioritized in adopted plans, has the backing of multiple jurisdictions and stakeholders, and bolsters
collaboration and shared resources. As demonstrated by the 2020 SEMCOG’s Mobility Plan, and recent
student and resident surveys, the project improves equitable access to bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure, is located in a high and moderate demand and underserved areas, and is supported by
the public.
The trail route alignment was designed to be physically separated from streets and roadways as much as
possible; provide a variety of experiences that can be enjoyed by a diversity of users, including people of
all ages and abilities; avoid impact on the environment; meet minimum design standards for grade,
width, vertical clearance, intersection, and crossing design; minimize costs; and limit the need to
negotiate and obtain easements.
The Study details the preliminary costs for the trail‘s construction and offers strategies for
implementation including potential funding sources and a suggested funding plan. A variety of federal,
state, local, and private funds, are described as potential sources of funding.
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Overview

OVERVIEW
In communities across Michigan and the nation, there is a growing need and responsibility to provide
options that give people the opportunity to walk and bike to more places and to feel safe while doing so.
The benefits of walking and bicycling whether for commuting or recreational purposes can be framed in
terms of improved environmental and individual health. A community that encourages walking and
bicycling can experience reduced traffic congestion and improved quality of life. There are also
economic benefits associated with the increased economic vitality of communities that promote pedestrian and bicycle mobility. The economy of Monroe County depends heavily on tourism, recreation, and
the enjoyment derived from living, working, and playing in a community which is able to provide a wide
range of recreational and leisure time pursuits. Monroe County’s “quality of life” is linked to the
recreational and leisure time opportunities which trails and parks provide – and in turn, this “quality of
life” serves as a stimulus for attracting economic development to the community.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the Monroe Area Loop Trail Feasibility Study is to evaluate the viability of constructing
an off-the-road, shared-use path which would provide a safe means for non-motorized transportation
for students, workers, residents, and visitors linking many regional and county institutions, education
centers, and assets. The study is centered on a partnership and collaboration between the City of
Monroe, Frenchtown Charter Township, Monroe Charter Township, the County of Monroe, and other
community stakeholders. The Trail Feasibility Study is intended to be a working document in a format
that would support future funding applications and the development of construction documents.
The Loop Trail expands upon the existing City of Monroe sidewalk and path system extending the
system west into both Frenchtown and Monroe Townships, thereby benefiting residents from these
three communities. While the length of the proposed shared-use path measures 6.5 miles, the entire
Loop Trail system provides a distance of approximately 18 miles from its eastern end on Lake Erie to the
Monroe County Community College on South Raisinville Road at its western end. This will thereby give
the entire Monroe area safe non-motorized access to important community facilities and resources such
as the downtown, neighborhoods, schools, parks, natural areas, and historic sites. More specifically, the
Loop Trail would result in the tying together of important community destinations and assets including
the Monroe High School, the Monroe
Figure 1. Location Map
County Community College, the
Monroe County Intermediate School
District, many County offices, the
County Fairgrounds, the Ellis Branch of
the Monroe County Library, Monroe
County Trading Post and Territorial
Park, the River Raisin, the River Raisin
Heritage Trail, the Downtown
Riverwalk, several City parks (Munson,
Veteran’s, St. Mary’s, Cappuccilli), the
River Raisin National Battlefield Park,
the Detroit River International Wildlife
Refuge, and Sterling State Park.
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BACKGROUND
The current project builds on a previous plan which was developed in 2006. The County of Monroe had
planned and developed the Monroe Area Greenway which was a vision for trails and sidewalks “to connect schools, parks, government offices, and historic sites with a loop pathway system.”
The 2006 project is illustrated in Figure 2 and was broken down into six phases:
1. Munson Park to Raisinville Road and Raisinville Road Bridge along a side path located on the
north side of North Custer Road.
2. Raisinville Road, Monroe County Community College to the Ellis Branch Library along a combination side path, bike lane, and sidewalks located on the east side of Raisinville Road.
3. South Custer Pathway, Monroe County Ellis Branch Library to Waterloo Elementary School along
a proposed side path on the south side of South Custer (M-50).
4. Herr Road Pathway, the connection from the Seventh Street extension to South Custer Road (M50) along a side path located on the west side of Herr Road.
5. Seventh Street Pathway, a side path located on the south and north sides of Seventh Street from
the Roessler Street to Patterson Drive.
6. Former Railroad right-of-way, a path from Herr Road to the Monroe County Community College.
Several grants and funds were secured by 2008. While some of the project was eventually built such as
the Sterling State Park and Elm Street paths as well as the paved shoulders along North Custer Road, the
remaining proposed paths and sidewalks were not realized because of the insufficient funds raised
combined with the general downturn of the economy, which hit the County at that time.
Figure 2. 2006 Monroe Area Greenway Project
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WHAT THIS STUDY CONTAINS
This feasibility study focuses on a main trail or pathway, extending from Roessler Street in the City of
Monroe to South Raisinville Road in Monroe Township, then leading north across the River Raisin in
Frenchtown Township, and connecting back to Munson Park and the existing City trail system. The planning process to conduct this study included a review of existing documents, a determination of current
site conditions and right-of-way impacts, identification of easement needs, stakeholder and private
landowner meetings, preliminary design development of the pathway, preparation of cost estimates,
recommendations for a funding plan for the project construction, determination of maintenance needs,
and management considerations.
The study includes the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

An inventory and analysis of the corridor;
An assessment of need and support;
The preliminary design of the pathway and design recommendations for connectors and crosswalks;
The development of preliminary cost estimates; and
A funding plan.

This report assembles the information gathered, the preliminary design plans, costs, and funding
recommendations for the Monroe Loop Trail construction.
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REGIONAL & COMMUNITY SIGNIFICANCE
The Monroe Loop Trail has both community and regional significance. It would tie together and greatly
improve access to numerous community resources as well as regional destinations including international, national, and state sites or parks of natural, scenic, and historic interests.

REGIONAL CONNECTIVITY
The vision for non-motorized corridors in Monroe County has evolved since 2006 to include a system of
on-road and off-the-road facilities.
In 2006, the GreenWays Initiative spearheaded a public involvement process that engaged every
municipality in the seven counties of the southeast Michigan region to develop greenway and nonmotorized visions for each of the counties and for the region as a whole. The GreenWays Initiative was
launched in 2001 by the Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan and has been a significant
impetus for greenway and trail development in the region. It raised more than $25 million from
foundations and private contributions and provided grants from 2001 to 2006 to help communities build
an interconnected regional network of trails and greenways. Figure 3 illustrates the 2006 vision for the
Monroe County area. The vision included greenway links such as the Mark Worrell Trail (North Custer
path), the Downtown Riverwalk, and the Sterling State Park trails, greenway hubs such as Downtown
Monroe and Sterling State Park, and greenway sites consisting of schools, parks, and other open spaces.
The 2006 Monroe Area Greenway was identified as an important project under study.
Figure 3. Monroe County Vision for Trails and Greenways, 2006

Source: Monroe County Planning Department & Commission, 2006
http://greenwaycollab.com/Projects/Greenway_and_Trail_Workshops/Monroe.pdf
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In 2014, and more recently in 2020, regional non-motorized corridors and gaps were identified to refine
a regional non-motorized system of bicycle and pedestrian corridors. Figure 4 illustrates the important
corridors and gaps for Monroe County from SEMCOG’s 2014 Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel Plan for
Southeast Michigan. The Monroe Loop Trail project is identified as Gap # 3 and represented as the extension of the River Raisin Heritage Trail south of the River Raisin, circling back to the City of Monroe. As
shown, this gap connects at its eastern end to the River Raisin National Battlefield Park (established in
2010) as well as Sterling State Park. Further connections are shown north through North Dixie Highway
(Gap #1), west to Dundee and Lenawee County (Gap #2), and south to Toledo (Gap #6).
Figure 4. Monroe County Non-motorized Corridors and Gaps, 2014

Source: SEMCOG Nonmotorized Plan for Southeast Michigan, 2014
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/NoMoPlan.CompletePlan_605811_7.pdf
Page 10
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SEMCOG’s 2020 Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan built on the previous 2014 plan and developed regional bicycle and pedestrian corridors to serve as the primary routes for longer distance trips, while
also connecting to local networks. At the regional scale and illustrated in Figure 5, the Monroe Area
Loop Trail would incorporate the regional River Raisin Heritage Trail and would connect south through
LaSalle, Erie, and Bedford Townships to Toledo and the State of Ohio’s network, west through M-50 to
Dundee, Tecumseh, and Lenawee County, and north through North Dixie Highway to the Downriver
Linked Greenways system and the existing network of trails connecting the Huron-Clinton Metroparks
which also form the statewide system known as the Iron Belle Trail.
Figure 5. Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Corridors

Source: SEMCOG Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan for Southeast Michigan, 2020
https://semcog.org/bicycle-and-pedestrian-mobility
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As planned, the statewide Iron Belle Trail would connect Ironwood to Belle Isle along both a western
and an eastern route through the State of Michigan. The western trail route shows a key segment which
includes the Lake Erie Metropark connecting west to Oakwood Metropark and extending northwest
through the State. Figure 6 illustrates the routes with the blue western route representing a trail meant
primarily for “hikers” and the red route, designed primarily for “bicyclists.”
Figure 6. The Iron Belle Trail

Source: MDNR, 2015.

While the Iron Belle Trail does not traverse Monroe County, a Monroe County link through North Dixie Highway would provide
Monroe County residents with a connection to the statewide Trail and could also be a way to connect south to the Toledo and
Ohio systems.

The Monroe Loop Trail is regionally significant as it extends the regional River Raisin Heritage Trail and is
linked to other existing and planned regional corridors connecting north to the Downriver Linked
Greenways system and the statewide Iron Belle Trail, south to Toledo and Ohio, and west to Dundee,
Tecumseh and Lenawee County.
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COMMUNITY CONNECTIVITY
The Monroe Loop Trail is also significant as it expands and links within Monroe County to regionally and
community significant resources and several important walking and biking facilities. The following is a
description of the pedestrian and bicycle facilities connected by this project, both existing and planned.
It focuses on the links and how the trail project promotes community connectivity.
Existing Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

Existing pedestrian and bicycle facilities in Monroe County include shared-use pathways and bicycle accommodations along City and County roadways and within existing parks.
The City’s downtown Riverwalk and the Mark Worrell Trail (North Custer Pathway) along both the south
and north sides of the River Raisin were built in the 80s and 90s and constitute the first existing shareduse pathways in the County. Sterling State Park includes an extensive trail system as do several local
parks, including Munson Park (City of Monroe), Frenchtown and Monroe Charter Township Parks.
The regional River Raisin Heritage Trail is the designation given to the Sterling State Park trail system and
its connection, within the City of Monroe, to the River Raisin Battlefield site. As illustrated in Figure 7,
the system also includes the City’s Riverwalk, and the pathways, sidewalks, and paved shoulders/bike
lanes along Elm Avenue and North Custer, currently terminating at Territorial Park or the historic
Navarre-Anderson Trading Post at Raisinville Road.
Figure 7. River Raisin Heritage Trail

Source: www.rrtrail.com
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The City of Monroe, Frenchtown Charter Township, the Monroe County Road Commission, and the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources have been instrumental in accommodating bicycle travel
along some of the County roadways. Their efforts have included:
•

•

•

•
•

•

In 2006, the Michigan Department of Natural Resources built a trail extension connecting the
Sterling State Park trail system to Elm Avenue through a shared-use path going under I-75 and
along the Lake Erie channels and levees. The project was funded in part by a grant awarded
from the Community Foundation of Monroe County, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, and Midwest
Community Ventures Foundation.
In 2009, the City of Monroe constructed a shared-use path along Elm Avenue from North Dixie
Highway to the entrance to the Sterling State Park trail entrance near I-75 with funds received
from a SAFETEA-LU grant.
In 2011, Frenchtown Charter Township in conjunction with the Monroe County Road Commission constructed paved shoulders along North Custer from the City of Monroe limits west to
Raisinville Road.
In 2013, the City of Monroe striped bike lanes along North Dixie Highway from First Street north
to Detroit Avenue using federal funds.
Frenchtown Charter Township in conjunction with the Monroe County Road Commission constructed and striped paved shoulders along North Dixie Highway using funds from the Transportation Alternatives Program and CMAQ as follows:
• In 2016, from Sandy Creek Road north to N. Stony Creek Road ;
• In 2019, from North Stony Creek Road to Pointe aux Peaux; and
• In 2020, from Pointe aux Peaux to Fermi Road.
In 2019, the City of Monroe striped bike lanes along North Custer from Custer Drive west to City
limits connecting to the Frenchtown Township paved shoulders.

Future Monroe County Plans for Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities

Monroe County has determined that land and water trail development is a priority goal for the County.
Goal 2 of the 2019 County Parks, Trails, and Recreation Master Plan calls for developing and improving
land and water trails with new trail connections and amenities. Walking, bicycling, running, canoeing,
and kayaking continue to be the top desired activities for County residents. The establishment of an
interconnected network of land and water trails which would connect parks, community facilities, and
points of interest would promote active lifestyles and enhance the health and well-being of Monroe
County residents. Objectives of the plan include refining, promoting, and developing a county-wide system of land and water trails.
The concept for an interconnected system of land and water trails in Monroe County includes:
•
•

Page 14

A non-motorized connection following North Dixie Highway, US Turnpike Road, and West Jefferson Avenue north to the Downriver Linked Greenway and the Iron Belle Trail;
The Monroe Loop shared-use path along West Seventh Street tying the City sidewalk system
west to Monroe High School, the Monroe County Community College, and extending north
along South Raisinville Road to reach the existing paved shoulder system along North Custer
Road at the Navarre-Anderson Trading Post; and
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•

The River Raisin water trail with new canoe/kayak landings, a water trail and guide booklet, and
additional opportunities for fishing in accordance with Monroe County’s Water Trail Master Plan
recommendations (2014).

Figure 8. Monroe County Land and Water Trail Concept

River Raisin Water Trail

Source: Monroe County Parks, Trails, and Recreation Master Plan, 2019
https://cms.revize.com/revize/monroecounty/Parks-Recreation/M3530002_2018MonroeCtyPRMP_Draft10-23-18.pdf

The Monroe County Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Panel, serving as an advisory committee under the
County Parks and Recreation Commission, has been working at refining this concept and formalizing a
non-motorized plan for the County to identify short and long term future projects.
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REGIONAL

AND

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

The Monroe Loop Trail is also significant as it links many of Monroe County’s regional and community
resources. The following is a description of the important regional and community assets that will be
linked by this project. It focuses on the hubs or sites and how the project would benefit the community
and the region because it promotes their connectivity.
Federal and State Recreational Resources

The United States government owns and operates two important park facilities in Monroe
County along the proposed Monroe Loop Trail.
In 2010, the National Park Service took over land
formerly owned by Monroe County, as well as
other property, to form the River Raisin National
Battlefield Park. This site commemorates the
River Raisin Battle of 1813. Recreational facilities
include an interpretive museum, outdoor displays, and open space. In 2013, a Master Plan for
the area around the site was prepared through a
partnership between the Monroe County
Historical Society and the City of Monroe with
input from the National Park Service and the River Raisin National Battlefield Park Foundation. The Plan
brings together the recreational, cultural, ecological, and historic assets of the community. As shown on
Figure 9, it will incorporate a larger, National Battlefield Park site, with distinct zones including a visitor
center, a recreated French Town settlement, a reenactment zone, and an entertainment zone with a
10,000-person capacity amphitheater, and other features linked to Downtown Monroe and the greater
Monroe County region through Elm Avenue, Front Street, First Street, and the River Raisin.
Figure 9. River Raisin Heritage Corridor – East Master Plan

Source: River Raisin Heritage Corridor – East Master Plan, 2013
https://www.monroemi.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_10126506/File/City%20Hall/Departments/Economic%20Development/River%20Raisin%2
0Heritage%20Corridor%20East%20Master%20Plan.pdf
Page 16
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Another federal site connected to the Monroe Loop Trail project is the Detroit River International Wildlife Refuge which was established in 2001 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. As a whole, it consists of
nearly 6,000 acres of unique habitat, including
islands, coastal wetlands, marshes, shoals, and
waterfront lands within a boundary extending
along 48 miles of shoreline, including all of Monroe County’s Lake Erie coastal areas. Units within
Monroe County include the Brancheau, Strong,
Fix, Lagoona Beach, Ford Marsh, Plum Creek Bay,
Lady of the Lake, Holloway, Erie Marsh Preserve,
and Gard Island. Not all units are open to the
public. Ford Marsh, pictured here, is located
along the Monroe Loop Trail project.
Sterling State Park is planned to be the eastern
terminus for the overall Monroe Loop Trail on
Lake Erie. It is one of Michigan’s most heavily
used State Parks offering a campground, swimming beach, hiking/biking trails, fishing, boating,
and nature study opportunities. As mentioned
earlier, a pedestrian and bicycle connection already exists to the park along East Elm Avenue
from the City of Monroe.

Recreation Resources

Other sites of regional and community importance include many parks and recreation facilities as well as
institutions along the Monroe Area Loop Trail.
Territorial Park, also known as the NavarreAnderson Trading Post, in Frenchtown Township
at the corner of South Raisinville and North
Custer is a County-owned historical site consisting of 5.6 acres of restored and recreated historic
structures, a historic schoolhouse repurposed as
a country store, interpretive information, and
scenic open space along the River Raisin. It is also
used as a canoe/kayak landing on the River
Raisin. Plans for the restoration of the five
existing structures at Territorial Park (the Papermill School, Navarre-Anderson Trading Post, Navarre-Morris Cabin and Replica Barn) are being discussed along with enhancements including interpretive signs, trails, period fences, outbuilbings, and
gardens (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Territorial Park Conceptual Improvements

Community Parks within the City of Monroe which are tied together by the River Raisin Heritage Trail
and the Monroe Loop Trail include Munson, Veteran’s, and St. Mary’s parks on the north side of the
River and Soldiers and Sailors and Hellenberg parks on the south side of the River. These parks generally
accommodate parking areas, active sport activities, picnic shelters, community-wide event spaces, memorials, and other park amenities such as walkways, pathways, playgrounds, and restrooms.

Page 18
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Paths, trails, and open spaces associated with the River Raisin Heritage Trail and the Monroe Loop Trail
include the Mark Worrell Trail (North Custer path), the Downtown Riverwalk along the River Raisin and
several associated smaller City parks and passive open spaces including Worrell, Altrusa, Cappuccilli,
Rivière-aux-Raisins, River Raisin Memorial, Rauch, and Plum Creek parks.

Cultural Resources

Visitors interested in history are drawn to Monroe not
only to visit the River Raisin National Battlefield Park
under the management of the National Park Service,
but also to visit many other historic structures, sites,
and museums. Monroe’s historic assets are recognized
by historic site designations, historical markers, and
memorials (Figure 11).
The City of Monroe has three National Register of
Historic Places historic districts: St. Mary’s Church
Complex Historic District, built between 1835 and
1839; the East Elm-North Macomb Street Historic District, with houses dating from the 1820s to the 1920s;
and the Old Village Historic District, which was platted in 1817. The Old Village Historic District contains
many street names with historical significance, from early settlers in Monroe to figures of the War of
1812, and U.S. Presidents.
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Figure 11. City of Monroe Historic Assets

Source: River Raisin Heritage Corridor - East Master Plan, 2013
https://www.monroemi.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_10126506/File/City%20Hall/Departments/Economic%20Development/River%20Raisi
n%20Heritage%20Corridor%20East%20Master%20Plan.pdf

Monroe also boasts six National Historic Sites: Weis Manufacturing Company, the Rudolph Nims House,
the George Armstrong Custer Equestrian Monument, the Governor Robert McClelland House, the
Sawyer House, and the River Raisin National Battlefield. War memorials in Monroe area include the
Kentucky Memorial Place, Vietnam War Memorial, the Battlefield Obelisk (War of 1812), the Civil War
Memorial, WWI and WWII Memorials, the Gulf War Memorial, the War on Terror Memorial, and the
Korean War Memorial. All of these war memorials, except for the Vietnam War Memorial and the
Kentucky Memorial Place, are accessible via the River Raisin Heritage Trail. Monroe has six sites on the
Michigan’s State Register of Historic Places: Saint John the Baptist Catholic Church, the Johnson-Phiney
House, Woodland Cemetery, the Monroe Paper Industry, the Monroe County Informational Designation,
and the Michigan Southern Railroad.
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In addition to the historic sites and war memorials, there are 60 historic markers located in the Monroe
area. Each historic marker contains a description of the historical significance of the site. The Battles of
the River Raisin, Tecumseh’s Headquarters, the Capture of General Winchester, and more can all be
found on these markers. As depicted in Figure 11, most of the markers are located within downtown
Monroe, but they can be found as far out as LaPlaisance Bay and Sterling State Park.
Educational and Institutional Resources

The Monroe Loop Trail would also tie together many community facilities, institutions, and destinations
including:
•
•

•

•

•

•

The Monroe High School which serves more than
1,650 students in grades 9 through 12;
The Monroe County Community College, which
serves a total of approximately 6,400 students
and offers a general education program for students seeking an associate degree and transfer
to a four-year university as well as those seeking
a career in a vocational education such as a highly regarded and selective nursing school.
The Monroe County Intermediate School District,
which provides numerous services to all nine of Monroe County’s public school districts, as well
as two public charter schools and 15 private schools;
Offices for the Monroe County Mental Health Authority, Drain Commissioner, Animal Control,
Central Dispatch, Emergency Management, Commission on Aging, and the Michigan State
University Extension Services;
The Monroe County Fairgrounds which welcomes approximately 200,000 people during the
first week of August every year;
Ellis Library and Reference Center, which is the
Monroe County Library System headquarters
and its most utilized branch, with special collection, genealogy, and local history attracting
regional and national researchers as well as
county residents.
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NEED & SUPPORT
The Monroe Loop Trail project has significant support and meets the needs of the region. It has been
prioritized in adopted plans, has the support of multiple jurisdictions and stakeholders, and bolsters
collaboration and shared resources. As demonstrated in this section, the project would also improves
equitable access to bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, is located in a high and moderate demand and
underserved areas, and is supported by the public.

SEMCOG BICYCLE & PEDESTRIAN MOBILITY PLAN ANALYSES
SEMCOG’s 2020 Mobility Plan offers great insights into understanding where there are gaps in the
region’s bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure networks. It provides a map analysis to determine and
map gap areas for walking and bicycling as well as areas that have a need for greater access due to
equity factors. As part of these analyses, traffic crashes involving pedestrians and bicyclists over the past
five years were also considered to determine where safety improvements would be most beneficial. The
maps on the following pages were prepared by SEMCOG and highlight some of these analyses. The
discussion that follows focuses on how the analyses pertain to the Monroe Loop Trail project.
Figure 12 illustrates gaps in region’s bicycle infrastructure. It shows areas in the region that are further
than one-half mile from bicycle infrastructure but have some level of demand for bicycle use. The Loop
Trail would alleviate the gap in bicycle infrastructure shown as high and moderate as well as potential
demand areas south of the River Raisin. Similarly, households that have been determined to have some
level of pedestrian demand, but do not have access to walking infrastructure are identified as pedestrian
gap areas in Figure 13. The Monroe Loop Trail would serve the areas labeled as high and moderate
demand areas and potential demand areas by providing pedestrian and bicycle access to a trail.
SEMCOG’s demand analysis identifies areas of bicycle and pedestrian demand based on concentrations
of people, destinations, and specific trip-making characteristics. The analysis underscores where bicycle
and pedestrian improvements could be most impactful. As illustrated in Figure 14, three levels of
demand were assessed. The Monroe Loop Trail is located in the following two categories:
1. High and moderate demand areas that are likely to support walking and biking, but in many
cases driving is still necessary for some daily trips. They include the City of Monroe, as well as
adjacent areas in Monroe and Frenchtown Townships. They also include primarily residential
areas, with commercial development along major roadways which are served by transit service.
Shared-use paths are recommended for facility improvement as are the development of bike
lanes, neighborhood connections, and increased sidewalk maintenance and connectivity.
2. Potential demand areas that are less densely populated with people or destinations, but have
clusters of activity that may support walking and bicycling if adequate infrastructure exists. Road
networks in these areas may be less developed, making travel times less suited for walking and
biking trips, which are typically shorter in distance. These areas are also typically less connected
to fixed-route transit, so bicycle and pedestrian mobility is more localized, or recreational in nature. In many cases, some of the potential demand areas could become moderate demand
areas with improvements in one or two component categories such as transit service or street
intersection density. Providing shared-use paths on the major roadways is also highlighted as a
good strategy for improvement as are paved shoulders and a program to fill any sidewalk gaps.
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Figure 12. Gaps in Bicycle Infrastructure

Source: SEMCOG Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan for Southeast Michigan, 2020
https://semcog.org/bicycle-and-pedestrian-mobility
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Figure 13. Gaps in Pedestrian Infrastructure

Source: SEMCOG Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan for Southeast Michigan, 2020
https://semcog.org/bicycle-and-pedestrian-mobility
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Figure 14. Bicycle and Pedestrian Demand Area

Source: SEMCOG Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan for Southeast Michigan, 2020
https://semcog.org/bicycle-and-pedestrian-mobility
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An equitable transportation system includes bicycle and pedestrian mobility options to connect more
people to the places they need to go. SEMCOG’s equity analysis identified demographic factors (children
senior, and minority populations, low-income households, etc.) that show populations and neighborhoods which may rely more on walking or biking for daily transportation and, therefore, have a greater
need for safe and accessible pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. Figure 15 illustrates the Equity Emphasis Areas for the region and the Monroe area where the Loop Trail is proposed. Within these areas,
access to existing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure was measured to emphasize areas that are:
1. Beyond 100 feet from the nearest sidewalk or shared-use path in green,
2. Beyond one-half mile from the nearest bicycle infrastructure in blue, and
3. Beyond both 100 feet from the nearest sidewalk or shared-use path and one-half mile from
nearest bicycle infrastructure in orange.
Figure 15. Equity Emphasis Areas

Source: SEMCOG Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan for Southeast Michigan, 2020
https://semcog.org/bicycle-and-pedestrian-mobility

These emphasis areas, combined with the identified gaps and demand areas for bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure shown in the previous figures, highlight the areas presenting a greater need and opportunity to plan for new infrastructure such as the Monroe Loop Trail.
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PREVIOUS INITIATIVES
Several initiatives which address need and support the Loop Trail project have taken place. They include
the Monroe County Link Plan, the City of Monroe National Citizen Survey, and the surveys conducted as
part of the Frenchtown Township Recreation Plan, the City of Monroe Parks and Recreation Master Plan,
and the Monroe County Parks, Trails, and Recreation Master Plan.
2018 Monroe County Link Plan

The Monroe Loop project fits in well with the Monroe County Link Plan, particularly with the goal calling
for improving the local quality of life and strengthening tourism opportunities. The Plan recognizes that
investing in livable communities and quality of life amenities is necessary in order to attract and retain a
large number of qualified employees living in Monroe County. Investing in more walking and bicycling
infrastructures within the area would provide important quality of life amenities and entice millennials
and baby boomers to move and remain in the Monroe area. By tying together many of the community’s
regional assets, the Monroe Loop Trail would also strengthen the strategic location of Monroe County to
capture tourism traffic.
2018 City of Monroe National Citizen Survey

The Monroe Loop Trail also addresses an important need and desire expressed through the National
Citizen SurveyTM (NCS) conducted by the City of Monroe in 2018. The NCS captured residents’ opinions
within the three pillars of a community which include Community Characteristics, Governance, and Participation, and across eight central facets of community including Safety, Mobility, Natural Environment,
Built Environment, Economy, Recreation and Wellness, Education and Enrichment, and Community Engagement.
Most residents rated the quality of life in Monroe as fair or better. Most facets of community livability
received ratings similar to the national benchmark except for Economy and Recreation and Wellness,
which were lower.
Recreational opportunities were rated positively by 44% of respondents, a rating below the benchmark,
but fitness opportunities received a rating similar to the benchmark comparison. Monroe residents,
however, were more likely than the comparison communities to have engaged in active transportation
including bicycling and walking.
Frenchtown Township (2017), City of Monroe (2019), and Monroe
County (2019) Resident Surveys

Surveys conducted in 2017 and 2019 for purposes of assessing community parks and recreation needs
have consistently identified walking and bicycling as the top preferred activities for residents of the
Monroe area, and the development of bicycling and walking paths as the top priority for improvements.
An interconnected trail system for the region and, more specifically, the Monroe Loop Trail are mentioned in all of these adopted community plans as a top recommended action for improvement.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
To gather input for the project and determine the level of support for the Monroe Loop Trail, the Feasibility Study included multiple forums for community engagement. Public input was received through an
online survey of the Monroe County Community College students, faculty and staff as well as a general
resident survey. Stakeholder interviews and meetings with partner communities provided other forums
for input and comments.
Monroe County Community College Survey

A survey addressed to the Monroe County Community College (MCCC) students, faculty, and staff was
disseminated through emails during the month of May 2020. A total of 228 responses were received
which included 46% full-time students, 26% part-time students, 5% Middle School students, 8% faculty,
and 15% staff. Key findings from the survey are outlined below. A complete tally of the responses to
open ended questions is included in the Supporting Documents chapter of this report.
Most respondents drive alone to get to the MCCC campus (78%), while 21% are being dropped off, 9%
carpool, and 3% ride the bus. Approximately 6% of respondents indicated that they bicycle to campus
while less than 1% walk to campus.
Most respondents live 3 to 6 miles away from campus (24%) or more than 15 miles away (22%), and
many live 10 to 15 miles away (19%), or 7 to 10 miles away (16%). The remainder, approximately 19%,
live less than 3 miles from campus. The most prevalent zip codes where respondents live are Monroe
north (22%) and south (29%) of the River Raisin (48162 and 48161), and Temperance (8%). The other zip
codes indicate less than 5% each.
Figure 16. MCCC Reasons for not Walking/Bicycling

The main reasons respondents don’t walk
or bike to the College are that they live too
far away (137 responses) or are concerned
for their personal safety (88 responses). The
lack of bike racks, the weather, and not
getting sweaty were other reasons given for
not walking or bicycling.

Figure 17. MCCC Walking/Biking Frequency

Most respondents indicated that they often
(41%) or sometimes (35%) bike or walk for
fitness or recreation while 15% answered
that they always bike or walk for fitness or
recreation. Approximately 8% responded
rarely and 1% responded never.
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As presented in Table 1, there is general agreement that more people would choose to walk or ride a
bike to MCCC if there were more bike routes and walking paths and if there were more protected places
to store bikes on campus.
Table 1. MCCC Survey - Would choose to walk or ride a bike if…
Strongly
Agree
Agree
there were more bike routes and walking
paths to and from campus?
there were more indoor or covered places
to store bikes on campus?
there were more options for renting or
borrowing bicycles?

35%

45%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
15%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

4%

0%

32%

51%

13%

4%

0%

18%

38%

35%

9%

0%

Figure 18. MCCC Proposed Trail Use

Finally, 67% or respondents indicated that
they would use the proposed Monroe Loop
Trail if it was built while 7% indicated that
they would not and 26% said they did not
know.

Resident Survey

A survey of residents also took place during the month of May 2020. An article in the Monroe News
advertised the survey and the survey link was posted on each of the community partner’s websites. A
total of 231 responses were compiled. Key findings from the survey are outlined below. A complete tally
of the responses to open ended questions is included in the Supporting Documents chapter of this
report.
Most survey respondents live in Monroe, north of the River Raisin (43%) and south of the River (40%).
The Newport and LaSalle zip codes came next at 4% and 2%, while Dundee, Carleton, Ida, and Maybee
all had less than 1%.
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The majority of the survey respondents indicated that they walk, run or ride a bike
around the Monroe area 5 or more times a
week (32%), while 29% do this 2 to 5 times
a week, 13% 1 or 2 times a week, 11% a few
times a month, and 12% a few times a year.
Only 2% of respondents never walk, run or
ride a bicycle around the Monroe area.

Figure 19. Residents Walking/Running/Biking Frequency

In order of importance, respondents use the following trails, walkways, or roads to walk, run, or ride a
bike:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Sterling State Park Trails (166 responses)
The Mark Worrell Trail along North Custer Road and the River Raisin (139 responses)
The Munson Park limestone pathways (121 responses)
The sidewalks on Elm Avenue (115 responses)
The Downtown Riverwalk (113 responses)
The bike lanes on North Custer Road (81 responses)
All the sidewalks in Town (85 responses)
All the roads in Town (55 responses)
The Bike lanes on North Dixie Highway and Detroit Avenue (43 responses)
Others included: rural roads (16 respondents), my neighborhood (6 responses), Township Parks
(5 responses), Bolles Harbor (5 responses), M-50 shoulders (3 responses), sidewalks (2 responses), City Streets (1 response), Visitation Drive on SSIHM property (1 response), Mall (1 response),
and Luna Pier (1 response).

Respondents are evenly split as to whether they drive and park or walk, run, or ride their bike from their
homes (50%). If driving and parking, top locations include Munson Park, Sterling State Park, St. Mary’s
Park, Veteran’s Park, downtown Monroe, the River Raisin National Battlefield Park, the Clamdigger Restaurant, the Monroe YMCA, and the Monroe County Community College.
A total of 220 respondents indicated that they ride a bike, run, or walk for fitness or recreation, 64 to
walk their dog, 51 to get to the park, 28 to run errands, and 22 to get to work. Only 5 respondents indicated that they ride a bike, run, or walk to get to school.
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The main reasons respondents don’t bicycle
around the Monroe area are that they are
concerned for their personal safety (118
responses) or that it is not convenient to
access (97 responses). Too many people on
the trails/road/walkways and the weather
were also cited as reasons by 41 or fewer
respondents.

Figure 20. Residents Reasons for Not Bicycling

As presented in Table 2, there is strong agreement that more people would choose to walk or ride a bike
if there were more bike lanes and if there were more off-the-road trails/bike paths around Monroe.
Table 2. Resident Survey - Would choose to walk or ride a bike if…
Strongly
Agree
Agree
there were more bike lanes in the City and
adjacent areas
there were more trails or bike paths (separate from roadway) around Monroe
there were more options for renting or borrowing bicycles?

Finally, 88% of respondents indicated that
they would use the proposed Monroe Loop
Trail if it was built while 6% indicated that
they would not and 7% said they didn’t
know.
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57%

25%

Neither
Agree nor
Disagree
12%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

5%

2%

73%

20%

6%

1%

1%

20%

31%

39%

7%

3%

Figure 21. Residents Proposed Trail Use
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DESIGN STANDARDS
Before considering new trail development, we should ensure
to provide a consistent set of trail management policies, guidelines, and best practices. This chapter of the report examines
some of the trails best standards and practices that are relevant to the development of trails.

TYPES

OF

USERS

The needs and preferences of bicycle users vary depending on
their skill level and the type of trip the individual wishes to
take. Addressing the concerns of casual and inexperienced
bicycle riders as well as more experienced riders will encourage more people in Monroe County to bike in their daily lives.
Studies have shown that bicycle users and pedestrians share
destinations and trip purposes common to other road users
and, as a result, use all types of streets. Therefore, it would
seem logical to add some bicycle and pedestrian improvements to all streets and roadways. Different types of users,
however, generally prefer different types of streets. The
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO, 2012) recognizes different types of riders which are
described in the margin to the right. Casual and less confident
riders often prefer quiet neighborhood streets or recreational
pathways. On the other hand, serious commuting and experienced riders can generally be found on roadways.

Experienced and confident riders generally
use their bicycles as they would a car. They
ride for convenience and speed and want
direct access to destinations with a
minimum of detour or delay. They are
typically comfortable riding alongside a car;
however, they need sufficient operating
space on the traveled way or shoulder to
eliminate the need for either them or a
passing car to shift position. While
comfortable on most streets, some prefer
on-street bike lanes, paved shoulders, or
shared use paths when available.
Experienced riders avoid riding on
sidewalks, which have speed and sight line
limitations.
Casual or less confident riders may also use
their bicycles for transportation purposes,
for example, to get to the store or to visit
friends, but prefer to avoid roads with fast
and busy car traffic unless there is ample
roadway width to allow easy overtaking by
faster cars. Thus, casual riders are more
comfortable riding on neighborhood streets
and shared-use paths and prefer
designated facilities such as bike lanes on
busier streets. If no on-street facilities are
available, they may opt to ride on
sidewalks, which can be problematic,
particularly in city centers.

National studies have shown that on-road bicycle facilities for experienced riders and casual adult riders
are generally safer than a sidewalk because they provide greater driver visibility. This is especially true at
intersections and driveways, where conflicts with vehicles are most likely to occur.
Since bicyclists vary in skill and experience,
the emphasis must be on establishing
minimum standards which accommodate a
full range of users while optimizing safety
for all. The selection of pedestrian and bicycle facilities depends on a combination of
several factors including the existing road
network, potential destinations, scenic, and
recreation amenities.

Figure 22. Bicyclist User Profiles

Source: Bikeway Selection Guide (FHWA, 2019)
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TYPES

OF

PEDESTRIAN

AND

BICYCLE FACILITIES

A variety of bicycle and pedestrian facilities are
recommended to form the overall Monroe Loop Trail interconnected network. While the current project focuses on the
separate off-the-road shared-use trail, other types of facilities
are or will be needed and appropriate to complete the loop
network. These facilities include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sidewalks for pedestrian use;
On-street bicycle lanes for bicycle use;
On-road paved shoulders for bicycle use;
Off-road shared-use pathways for pedestrians and bicyclists;
5. On-street shared lane markings for bicycle use;
6. Pedestrian bridges and bridge crossings; and
7. Crosswalks and other features.

Each of the facilities has its place as a part of an overall nonmotorized strategy for Monroe. A description of each facility
follows.

The primary references for pedestrian and
bicycle facility standards are:
• Guide for the Planning, Design, and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities (AASHTO,
2017)
• Guide for the development of Bicycle
Facilities (AASHTO, 2012)
• Small Town and Rural Multimodal
Networks (FHWA, 2016)
• Urban Bikeway Design Guide (NACTO,
2012)
• Bikeway Selection Guide (FHWA, 2019)
• Accessibility Guidelines for Pedestrian
Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way
(PROWAG) (Architectural and
Transportation Barriers Compliance Board,
2011).
• Michigan Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MMUTCD) (MDOT, 2005)
• Bicycle and Pedestrian Terminology
(MDOT, 2014)

Sidewalks

Sidewalks are for pedestrians and are located within road rights-of way. They consist of concrete pavement that are separated from the roadway by a landscape strip or buffer area. Ideally, a buffer of 5 to 6
feet is preferred. In Monroe, older existing sidewalks are 4 feet wide. Any new sidewalk construction
must comply with current American with Disability Act standards which require a 5-foot minimum width
for two way travel and include ramps at roadway intersection. City sidewalks, when rebuilt, should be
widened depending on the number of pedestrians who are expected to use the sidewalk at a given time.
Recommended widths for sidewalks are:
•
•
•
•

5 feet on local
streets;
6 to 8 feet on
arterial streets;
8 to 12 feet in
downtown; and
8 to 10 feet in
parks or
schools.

Figure 23. Sidewalk

Source: Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks (FHWA, 2016)
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On-Street Bicycle Lanes

Bicycle lanes include designated lanes on roadways that incorporate striping, signing, and pavement
markings for the preferential or exclusive use of bicyclists. They are one-way and a minimum of five feet
wide. A minimum of three feet ridable surface should be provided where the joint between the gutter
pan and pavement surface is smooth. If the joint is not smooth, four feet ridable surface should be provided. Similarly, bicycle lanes should be a minimum of four feet wide on streets without curbs.
According to the Federal Highway Administration (2019), bicycle lanes are appropriate on roadways
having daily traffic volumes that exceed 10,000 or car speeds that exceed 30 mph.
Where parking is permitted, bicycle lanes should always be placed between the parking lane and the
motorized vehicle lane. The recommended lane width for this location is five to six feet (AASHTO, 2012).
An important consideration in the design of bicycle lanes is the location of bicycle lanes at intersections.
Guidance for pavement markings and signs at intersections is contained in the Michigan Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MMUTCD).
Figure 24. Bike Lanes

Source: Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks (FHWA, 2016)
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On-Road Paved Shoulders

A paved shoulder is the part of the roadway that is adjacent and contiguous to a regular vehicle travel
lane. Paved shoulders can be used by bicyclists and can also accommodate stopped vehicles, emergency
use, and pedestrians. Paved shoulders are appropriate bicycle facilities along roadways that do not have
curb and gutter and have open drainage. Paved shoulders intended for bicyclist use are at least four feet
wide and the pavement should be smooth. When motorist speeds exceed 35 mph, additional width is
recommended. A 2-foot buffer adjacent to a bike lane or paved shoulder will provide greater distance
between cars and bicyclists thereby increasing safety and appealing to a wider cross-section of users.
Figure 25. Paved Shoulders

Source: Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks (FHWA, 2016)
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On-Street Shared Lane Markings

Bicyclists sharing roadways with cars are appropriate for most streets having low daily traffic volumes or
speeds (FHWA, 2019). Many local streets in Monroe are currently suitable for shared roadway bicycling
with no additional improvements necessary.
Shared roadways are also appropriate on roadways having higher traffic volumes and moderate speeds
with provision of an increased shared lane width and/or shared lane markings. Shared roadways and
lane markings are desirable in locations where the road right-of-way is limited or where it is not feasible
to add pavement at the edge of a roadway to create a bike lane. They are also used in combination with
dedicated bike lanes at intersection where the roadway accommodates a turning lane and there is no
sufficient room for the separated bike lane.

A sharrow is used to mark the shared lane. Sharrows are chevrons pointing in the direction of vehicle
traffic to indicate where a bicyclist would ride. They provide a visual cue that bicycles are expected on
the roadway and indicate the zone bicyclists should ride on. They are typically used on roadways where
there is not enough space for bicycle lanes or which connect gaps between other bicycle facilities.
Introduced in San Francisco in 2004, sharrows have been incorporated in the more recent editions of the
federal Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the American Association of State
Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) guidelines.
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Off-Road Shared-use Pathways

Off-road shared-use pathways are physically separated from car traffic. The path may be within the road
right-of-way also called a side path, or within a park or easement. Contrary to on-road bike lanes or
paved shoulders, shared-use paths are normally two-way facilities. The AASHTO recommended pavement width is 10 feet, but 8 feet may be considered where path usage is low, where space is limited, or
where pathways are located on both sides of a roadway. Similarly, 12 feet may be considered more suitable where path usage is expected to be high, such as in an urban situation or within a urban area. A
minimum of a 2-foot clear zone needs to be maintained along both sides of a pathway, with an 8 foot
vertical clearance.
Figure 26. Shared-Use Paths

Source: Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks (FHWA, 2016)
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Pedestrian Bridges and Bridge Crossings

Bridges are critical connections in any
transportation network. For new structures, the minimum clear width should
be the same as the approach paved
shared-use trail, plus the minimum 2foot wide clear areas. Therefore a 10foot wide paved pathway will require a
14-foot wide bridge to provide the required clearance areas. Access by emergency, patrol, and maintenance vehicles
should also be considered in establishing
design clearances of structure along the
trail. A vertical clearance of 10 feet is
also desirable. On all bridge decks,
special care should be taken to ensure
that bicycle-safe expansion joints are used, and that decking materials that become slippery when wet
are avoided.
Due to the high cost of bridge replacement or upgrades and the various existing and constrained bridge
designs that exist, it is not always possible to have continuity in design approaches for multimodal facilities on bridges. It may take decades for older bridges to be replaced with a design that supports walking
and bicycling. Rehabilitating existing bridges presents opportunities for reconfiguring bridge decks and
structures to better accommodate all the modes that need to use the connection in the network. The
overall strategy for accommodating people walking and bicycling on bridges may vary depending on
whether the bridge is being reconfigured, retrofitted, or replaced.
Rehabilitation generally fall into one of two categories, bridges that have some potential for space reconfiguration, and those that are so constrained that there is little to no potential to achieve separated
pedestrian and/or bicycle space without widening the bridge. The example treatment included in Figure
27 is taken from the recent publication from the Federal Highway Administration and assumes wide
travel lanes and existing shoulder spaces. This compares to the Raisinville Road Bridge.
Figure 27. Example Bridge Reconfiguration
On-deck side path reconfiguration.
It may be possible to reduce travel lane
widths and shift the lanes to create
enough space for a shared use path on
one side of the bridge. A barrier can be
provided if possible between the travel
lanes and the side path. Share lane
markings for bicyclists riding with
traffic may be also provided on the
roadway.
Source: Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks (FHWA, 2016)
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Crosswalks and Other Features

Improving the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists crossing at roadway intersections also needs to be
considered. The enhancements and features at each crossing vary based on a number of factors
including: crossing width, traffic volume, pedestrian and bicycle traffic volumes, and sight lines. The project proposed enhancements include a pedestrian refuge island at M-50, a pedestrian activated signal at
North Custer, and pavement markings and signage at all proposed crosswalks.
Refuge islands are one option to improve the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists crossing streets. These
islands are raised longitudinal spaces placed in the center of a roadway, separating opposing lanes of
traffic, and slotted along the pedestrian path. They reduce pedestrian crossing distances, act as a traffic
calming feature, and increase the visibility of the crosswalk to motorists.
Providing amenities such as bike stations/rest areas along non-motorized routes can make the system
more inviting to users. Basic amenities which can be added in the future include bicycle racks, shade
structures, benches, trash receptacles, and water drinking fountains. Additional amenities can include
bicycle repair stations including an air pump, kiosks displaying a map of the trail, sheltered bicycle racks,
restrooms, bicycle lockers, and other pedestrian amenities.
Figure 28. Enhanced Crosswalks

Signs &
Pavement
Markings

Pedestrian
Refuge
Island

Pedestrian
Signal: Solar
Powered
Rectangular
Rapid Flash
Beacon

Source: Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks (FHWA, 2019)
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Amenities such as rest stops along the trail may be
considered for future improvements with pedestrian amenities such as benches, trail maps, bicycle repair stations, and
other features.

In addition, pavement markings and signage will need to be considered with the current project and the
future improvements of non-motorized facilities along the Monroe Loop Trail. While pavement
markings along the shared-use trail is not needed, bike lane pavement markings should be added along
North Custer Road and “sharrows” should be considered for the overall trail route within the City of
Monroe on Elm Street, Front Street, and First Street as feasible and appropriate. The markings should be
supplemented by bike lane signs placed at about the same location.
Additional signs will need to be located along the Monroe Loop Trail. They include four types of signs:
•
•
•
•

Route signs, which identify the non-motorized route;
Warning signs, which advise bicyclists and motorists of facilities and crossings;
Regulatory signs, which inform bicyclists and pedestrians of specific traffic laws and regulations
such as Bike Lane Ends; and
Directional and way finding signs, which direct bicyclists to desired places and destinations; they
can be placed along the Monroe Loop Trail and at key locations along the route.

Figure 29. Sign Examples
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MAINTENANCE
Trails are, in essence, linear parks and as such, require much of the same maintenance and commitment
that any park or roadway requires. A comprehensive trail maintenance system consists of three levels:
routine maintenance, long-term or preventive maintenance, and rehabilitation/ reconstruction as defined below.
•

•

•

Routine Maintenance is the everyday upkeep to keep the trail safe and usable. Typical tasks include mowing, leaf/debris blowing, overhanging or dead tree limb removal, edging, restroom
cleaning, emergency surface repair (e.g., crack repair or stabilization of washout areas),
vandalism damage removal, etc.
Long-term maintenance duties are the planned and occasional tasks every few months or
annually to preserve a trail to its original construction standards. This would include diseased or
dead tree removal, crack sealing of asphalt surfaces, regrading of crushed limestone surfaces,
invasive species removal, bridge inspection and maintenance, parking lot resurfacing, major
brush cut-back, bench or other amenity repair, etc.
Rehabilitation/reconstruction is total replacement when a trail surface has reached its useful
life. Even with optimal adherence to routine and long-term maintenance practices, asphalt trails
will usually need total surface replacement at 17 to 20 years and non-asphalt surfaces will need
major overhaul at approximately 9 years. Fortunately, the same federal funding used to develop
a trail at the beginning can be used to re-construct a trail as long as the surface is brought up to
current federal standards and the project includes a continuous segment with no gaps.

Developing and committing to an overall
maintenance budget and schedule is a critical
aspect of initial trail planning and fundamental to successful trail system management. In
a 2015 study about maintenance practices
produced by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy,
the average basic annual cost of maintaining a
trail is estimated at $1,971 per mile (2014 dollars). The study provided what some of the
typical maintenance activities represent in a
trail maintenance budget. Table 3 presents
this information.

Table 3. Typical Maintenance Budget
Maintenance Activity
Maintenance of toilets at trailheads
Mowing
Vegetation management (leaf clearing,
pruning, etc.)
Keep trail-side land clear of trash and debris
Surface clearing of trail
Repair/maintenance of signs
Whole tree removal
Clearing of drainage channels and culverts
Recovery from illegal acts of vandalism/
dumping
Surface maintenance of parking areas
Litter clean up, trash cans
Application of herbicides or pesticides
Maintenance of toilets along the trail
Trailhead parking snow removal
Other trail maintenance activities

% of Budget
13.0%
12.0%
11.2%
11.5%
10.8%
6.3%
5.4%
5.4%
5.3%
2.7%
2.7%
2.3%
1.2%
1.1%
9.1%

One of the prerequisites to state and federal
grant funding is the grantees’ commitment to
the ongoing upkeep and preservation of the
trail. It is usually expected that mowing and Source: Maintenance Practices and Costs of Rail-Trails, 2015
other routine tasks can be handled through
local government budgets, but long-term preservation tasks can be the first to go when a local government budget is stressed. A trail maintenance endowment fund, established up-front of trail development could supplement the capacity of local governments to preserve their trails to original standards.
Many trail planners in Michigan today add trail maintenance endowment fundraising into their general
trail funding campaign. A regional trail endowment fund established through seed funding at the County
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level and growing through donations, special events, and interests could initiate this practice.
Local businesses and community groups can play an important role in the trail maintenance system. Not
only can they help to fundraise for the trail maintenance endowment fund while seeking donations for
trail development, they can contribute valuable services through an adopt-a-trail program. Training,
equipment, and materials are usually provided by the organizers of such programs. The table below
from the 2015 Rails to Trails Conservancy trail maintenance study illustrates how volunteers may fit into
an overall trail maintenance picture.
Table 4. Volunteers and Maintenance
Volunteers Can Most Likely
Volunteers May Not Be Able to
Keep the trail clear of trash & debris
Haul material to a disposal facility
Clear brush & trees
Plant & maintain trees, shrubs and
flowers, do most gardening & landscaping tasks

Dispose of the material
Provide the items to be planted

Operate mowers, trimmers & chain
saws
Operate a tractor, loader or bobcat

Supply their own tools.

Make minor repairs to non-asphalt
trails
Keep drainage structures clear
Perform surface cleaning of
restrooms
Install signs, gates, bollards, & fences

Operate specialized heavy
equipment like a dozer, grader or
roller
Lay asphalt or operate a paving
machine
Dig a trench and install pipes or
culverts
Remove waste from portable
toilets and restrooms
Manufacture same

Build & install picnic tables, benches,
kiosks & other wood structures

Provide materials

Bridge decking & minor bridge &
tunnel maintenance

Structural inspection and
maintenance of bridges and
tunnels

Get Help with this Task
Contact your local government or
waste hauler
Borrow or rent a chipper
Get donated or discounted plant
materials from a local nursery or
home center. Establish an inventory of donated hand tools
Establish an inventory of donated
power tools
Ask your local road crew or hire a
paid contractor

Hire a paid contractor
Purchase using donated funds, or
get donated or discounted
materials from a lumber yard or
home center
Hire a professional engineer and
paid contractor

Source: Rail-Trail Maintenance & Operation (Rails-to-Trails Conservancy Northeast Regional Office), July 2005, Jim Schneider, Trail Works

Aside from actual labor, the “watchdog” oversight provided by volunteers in an adopt-a-trail program
can help to pinpoint hazards and get them corrected before it is an emergency situation. Trail ambassador programs, staffed by volunteers, can monitor operations through interface with trail users. They can
positively represent the trail system, provide information to trail users and answer questions, and also
provide emergency communications, as well as minor mechanical assistance on bicycles.
Another piece to the trail maintenance and operations logistics are the trail users themselves. A central
online feedback system where trail users can log in issues they have encountered along the trail can
help trail managers across the county take care of issues as they arise.
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TRAIL ALIGNMENT
The Monroe Loop Trail route alignment was developed to meet the minimum design standards discussed in the previous chapter and with the following objectives in mind:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be physically separated from streets and roadways as much as possible;
Provide a variety of experiences that can be enjoyed by a diversity of users, including people of
all ages and abilities;
Avoid impact on the environment;
Meet minimum standards for grade, width, vertical clearance, intersection, and crossing design;
Minimize costs; and
Lessen the need to negotiate and obtain easements.

After carefully considering and evaluating all
alternatives, the trail is designed to begin at
the southwest corner of Fifth Street and
Roessler Street in the City of Monroe. It then
heads west along the south side of Fifth Street
to Kay Lani Avenue, south along the east side
of Kay Lani to West Seventh Street, then continues west along the north side of West
Seventh Street, crossing the CSX Railroad,
Cooper Street, and three driveways before
reaching Telegraph Road.
The Kaye Lani and Cooper Street crosswalks
are enhanced with concrete ramps and
pavement markings. This portion of the trail,
about 2,400 feet, is planned within road
rights-of-way and would require a permit for
crossing the railroad.
The City of Monroe owns a small piece of land
at the intersection of Kay Lani Avenue and
West Seventh, which presents a perfect location for the construction of a rest stop
including pedestrian amenities such as a
bench, map, and fix-it station. This should be
considered for future improvements.
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At the Telegraph Road intersection, the trail
is proposed to cross West Seventh Street
east of Telegraph, then Telegraph Road going west, and follows the south side of the
West Seventh for 3,350 feet to the Patterson Drive intersection. There, the trail
crosses north, and continues west along the
north side of West Seventh Street within a
DTE Energy Company property and road
right-of-way property to Herr Road, a distance of 3,300 feet.
Trail connections are planned at the Westwood and Mulhollen Drive extension, and
across West Seventh Street to Outer Drive.
Similar future connections should be implemented in the future to Woodville, Wolverine, and Waterloo Avenues. The connections will require easements through private
properties.
A future connection could also be
potentially constructed directly to the
Monroe High School property which would
require a short easement through a private
property. Four road crossings are planned
with concrete ramps and pavement
markings at West Seventh, Telegraph Road,
Chateau Boulevard, and West Seventh
Street (west of Patterson Drive). A
pedestrian bridge is planned to cross French
Creek at station 93+00.
This portion of the trail, a total of 6,650 feet,
would require four easements including one
from a private owner at the intersection of
West Seventh and Telegraph, from the
Monroe County Road Commission, from the
Chateau Estates Manufactured Home Park,
and from the DTE Energy Company.
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After crossing Herr Road, the trail continues
west along the DTE Energy Company
property and easement which includes an
overhead electric line and follows a former
railroad bed to South Raisinville Road, a
distance of about 8,750 feet.
The Herr Road crossing is planned to be enhanced with concrete ramps and pavement
markings. While the first 1,000 feet
following the roadway crossing is fairly
open, the next 4,730 feet generally exhibits
overgrown vegetation. The last 3,000 feet,
however, includes a two-track dirt road that
is currently being used as a maintenance
access drive.
A trail connection, about 350 feet, is
planned east of Plum Creek to reach the
internal road system within the Monroe
County Community College campus property. A short bridge over Plum Creek will need
to be retrofitted at station 174+00.
This portion of the trail would require a total of three easements including one from
the DTE Energy Company, from Carrington
Golf Club, and from the Monroe County
Community College.
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At the intersection with South Raisinville
Road, the trail heads north following the east
side of the road right-of-way and properties
owned by the College, the Monroe County
Intermediate School District, and various
county offices to the Ellis Branch Library
across M-50, a distance of about 8,100 feet.
The trail alignment is located within the college and County properties to maximize a
landscaped buffer separation from the
roadway while preserving any existing trees
and avoiding an historic cemetery. The trail
meanders within the College property thereby enhancing the trail user experience.
Connections across South Raisinville Road
are planned at the following street intersections: Blohm Road, Ashington Road, and New
Castle Road. A future connection to the
Community College could be added before
the north drive entrance for pedestrians and
bicyclists coming from the north, separate
from the drives. A pedestrian bridge is
planned to cross Plum Creek at station
195+80.
This portion of the trail would require a total
of two easements from the Monroe County
Community College and the Intermediate
School District. An agreement will also be
needed from the Monroe County Fair Board
who leases the property from Monroe County at the intersection with M-50.
The trail crossing at South Custer/M-50 is
designed to use the existing traffic signal
with added pedestrian safety signalization
and use a pedestrian refuge island in the
center. This will require discussion and approval from the Michigan Department of
Transportation who owns and maintains the
roadway. Seven concrete driveway crossings
are planned for this segment with concrete
ramps and pavement markings.
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The crossing of the River Raisin is
anticipated to use the current bridge. A lane
reduction and shift is planned to leave a
wide, 10 feet in width, east shoulder for use
by both pedestrians and bicyclists walking
their bikes. New guardrails and tubular
markers are proposed to protect the pathway. Discussion and approval from the Monroe County Road Commission will be needed
to come up with a creative solution which
maximizes safety for all users. The properties on both the south and the north sides of
the bridge are owned by Monroe County
and connections to both the Ellis Library and
Territorial Park are planned.
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From Territorial Park at the intersection of
Raisinville Road and North Custer Road, the
trail is proposed to cross North Custer and
follow the north side of the roadway east to
Munson Park, a distance of about 7,500 feet.
The trail would run entirely within the road
right-of-way along an overhead electric line,
except at Munson Park where the trail runs
within City property.
A pedestrian bridge is planned to cross Willow Drain at station 279+30. The North Custer Road crossing is planned to include a solar powered rectangular rapid beacon
flashing (RRBF) signal, concrete ramps, and
pavement markings. Five additional road
crossings are also planned with concrete
ramps and pavement markings at the intersections with Pinnacle Boulevard, Cypress
Drive, Golfview Way, Bates Lane, and Airport Road.
A number of old trees will need to be removed with the construction of the trail;
however, most of these trees have already
been severely impacted by the tree trimming operations conducted to maintain the
required clearance from the overhead utility
line.
The only easements needed for this portion of the trail are from Woodland Farms Subdivision to cross
Pinnacle Boulevard and from the City of Monroe at Munson Park.
In addition to the 6.5-mile trail construction, improvements proposed as part of the work will include:
•
•
•
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Monroe Loop Trail wayfinding route signage along the entire loop system from Sterling State
Park to the Monroe county Community College,
Bicycle lane markings along North Custer from Raisinville Road to Munson Park, and
Warning and regulatory signs as needed along the new trail construction.
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From an engineering feasibility and constructability perspective, some of the challenges posed by the
trail alignment route include:
•

•

•
•

Two areas offering limited available space to accommodate the shared-use path within the road
rights-of-way will need to be carefully engineered. They include the south side of West Seventh
Street from Telegraph Road to Patterson Drive, and the Monroe County Fairgrounds property
along South Raisinville Road. Roadway and pathway drainage will need to be considered and
addressed.
The Raisinville Road bridge over the River Raisin is designed to be a temporary solution to
maximize the safety of all users. The ideal solution would be a separate pedestrian bridge across
the River Raisin. While this is not a financially viable solution at this point in time, it is recognized
that it may need to be considered as a future improvement.
The crossing at North Custer Road will require design features such as signage, markings and
signals to ensure safety by all users.
Three bride structures as outlined in the trail alignment description will also need to be designed
to meet current design standards.

The trail route alignment offers the following advantages:
•
•

•

Much of the trail will be constructed within road rights-of-way, thereby offering additional space
to accommodate a separate off-the-road path.
The trail will require very few easements to be obtained to accommodate the shared-use path.
Preliminary discussions have already taken place for the major property owners from which
easements will be necessary. Most of the trail proposed outside of the road rights-of-way is under public ownership, located on properties owned by Monroe County agencies, the Monroe
County Community College, the Intermediate School District, and the Fairgrounds.
The trail segment following the former railroad bed likely includes old ballast which forms a very
stable base on which to build a trail.

Future improvements along the Monroe Loop Trail which are not planned as part of the current project
will need to be implemented in the future to accommodate the safe use of the entire trail loop by both
bicyclists and pedestrians. These improvements include the addition of sharrows and bike lanes along
the City streets that complete the trail loop system to facilitate safe bicycle use. The street corridors include:
•

•

•

Elm Street, from the end of the North Custer bike lanes at Telegraph Road to North Dixie Highway where there is a separate shared-use-path leading to the River Raisin National Battlefield
Site and Sterling State Park;
Roessler Street, West Front, and First Street going from the end of the shared-use Monroe Loop
Trail to the intersection of Winchester Street and First Street where there are bike lanes going
north along North Dixie Highway and to accommodate bicyclists going east; and
Front Street, from Winchester to Roessler Street to accommodate bicyclists going west.

Preliminary design drawings for the proposed Monroe Loop Trail project are presented on pages 52
through 70.
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COST & FUNDING
The Monroe Loop Trail Feasibility Study details preliminary costs for the trail‘s construction. In addition,
strategies for implementation are offered including potential funding sources and a suggested funding
plan.

COSTS
Preliminary engineer’s estimates of costs have been determined for the trail’s construction. The overall
route corridor was split into five segments, each exhibiting different characteristics as follows:
1. West Seventh Street: From the point of beginning in the City of Monroe at Fifth Street and
Roessler Street to Herr Road.
2. Old Railroad Bed/DTE Easement: From Herr Road to South Raisinville Road.
3. South Raisinville Road: From the former railroad bed/DTE easement property to Ellis Library.
4. North Custer Road: From South Raisinville Road to the point of ending in Munson Park.
5. Raisinville Road bridge improvements.
Figure 30. Route Segments

The preliminary engineer’s estimate of costs include the contractor’s cost to construct the project
accounting for both labor and materials along with some construction contingencies to cover
uncertainties or unforeseen circumstances that arise during final design and construction. The costs
were generated using the Michigan Engineer’s Resource Library (MERL) software and database, which
are typically used to estimate road, bridge, and earthwork project costs using the Michigan Department
of Transportation (MDOT) funds. Table 5 presents the costs for each segment. It includes the MDOT pay
item code, a description of the item, the pay item unit, quantity, unit price, and the cost.
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Table 5. Preliminary Engineer’s Estimate of Construction Costs
Pay Item Description

Unit

Qty Unit Price

1500001
2010001
2020002
2020004
2040020

Segment 1 – West Seventh Street
Mobilization, Max
Clearing
Tree, Rem, 19 inch to 36 inch
Tree, Rem, 6 inch to 18 inch
Curb and Gutter, Rem

LSUM
Acre
Ea
Ea
Ft

1
1
6
5
680

$ 65,000
$ 8,000
$ 850
$ 325
$ 12

$ 65,000
$ 8,000
$ 5,100
$ 1,625
$ 8,160

2040050
2040080
2050016
2050040
2080044
2090001

Pavt, Rem
Exploratory Investigation, Vertical
Excavation, Earth
Subgrade Undercutting, Type I
Erosion Control, Turbidity Curtain, Shallow
Project Cleanup

Syd
Ft
Cyd
Cyd
Ft
LSUM

575
50
15
50
40
1

$ 12
$ 35
$ 12
$ 20
$ 12
$ 2,500

$ 6,900
$ 1,750
$ 180
$ 1,000
$ 480
$ 2,500

3020016
2080036
2060010
3070021
4010546
2050015

Aggregate Base, 6 inch
Erosion Control, Silt Fence
Excavation, Fdn
Approach, Cl II
Culv, Cl E, 48 inch
Excavation, Channel

Syd
Ft
Cyd
Ton
Ft
Cyd

11,200
1,650
80
30
56
8

$9
$3
$ 15
$ 30
$ 350
$ 24

$ 100,800
$ 4,950
$ 1,200
$ 900
$ 19,600
$ 192

4030005
5010033
5010034
6020600
7060092
7060100

Dr Structure Cover, Adj, Case 1
HMA, 13A
HMA, 36A
Conc Pavt, Bridge Approach, Reinf
Reinforcement, Steel, Epoxy Coated
Substructure Conc

Ea
Ton
Ton
Syd
Lb
Cyd

5
765
765
50
7,500
30

$ 700
$ 100
$ 100
$ 175
$ 1.50
$ 950

$ 3,500
$ 76,500
$ 76,500
$ 8,750
$ 11,250
$ 28,500

7077051
7077051
8010007
8020036
8010005
8030010

30 x 14 Prefabricated Truss, Furn
30 x 14 Prefabricated Truss, Install
Driveway, Nonreinf Conc, 8 inch
Curb and Gutter, Conc, Det F2
Driveway, Nonreinf Conc, 6 inch
Detectable Warning Surface

LSUM
LSUM
Syd
Ft
Syd
Ft

1
1
464
680
315
200

$ 45,000
$ 35,000
$ 65
$ 25
$ 50
$ 40

$ 45,000
$ 35,000
$ 30,160
$ 17,000
$ 15,750
$ 8,000

8030036
8030044
8100371
8100398
8110024
8120031

Sidewalk Ramp, Conc, 6 inch
Sidewalk, Conc, 4 inch
Post, Steel, 3 lb
Sign, Type IIA
Pavt Mrkg, Ovly Cold Plastic, 6 inch, Crosswalk
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Oper

Sft
Sft
Ft
Sft
Ft
Ea

1,600
2,000
250
120
800
100

$ 7.50
$ 4.50
$ 7.50
$ 22
$4
$5

$ 12,000
$ 9,000
$ 1,875
$ 2,640
$ 3,200
$ 500

8120030
8120012
8120013
8120170
8130010
8160102

Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Furn
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Furn
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Oper
Minor Traf Devices
Riprap, Plain
Slope Restoration, Type C

Ea
Ea
Ea
LSUM
Syd
Syd

100
20
20
1
40
500

$ 15
$ 800
$5
$ 5,000
$ 65
$5

$ 1,500
$ 16,000
$ 100
$ 5,000
$ 2,600
$ 2,500

8160100

Slope Restoration, Type A

Syd

11,000

$ 3.50

$ 38,500
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Pay Item
8230095
8230432
8230431
3077050

Description
Hydrant, Relocate, Case 1
Gate Box, Adj, Case 2
Gate Box, Adj, Case 1
Railroad Crossing

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

5010005
8110045
8110343
8060030
4020004
4017051

HMA Surface, Rem
Pavt Mrkg, Ovly Cold Plastic, 24 inch, Stop Bar
Rem Spec Mrkg
Shared-use Path, Grading
Sewer, Cl A, 12 inch, Tr Det A
Drainage Work along Seventh St East of Patterson

Syd
Ft
Sft
Ft
Ft
LSUM

205
40
40
7,800
20
1

$6
$ 11
$3
$ 10
$ 55
$ 30,000

$ 1,230
$ 440
$ 120
$ 78,000
$ 1,100
$ 30,000

1027051

Contingency/Inflation, 10%
Sub Total – Segment 1

LSUM
-

1

$ 75,000

$ 75,000
$ 899,952

1500001
2010001

Segment 2 – Old Railroad Bed/DTE Easement
Mobilization, Max
Clearing

LSUM
Acre

1
4

$ 40,000
$ 8,000

$ 40,000
$ 28,000

2040020
2040080
2050040
2080036
3020016
5010033

Curb and Gutter, Rem
Exploratory Investigation, Vertical
Subgrade Undercutting, Type I
Erosion Control, Silt Fence
Aggregate Base, 6 inch
HMA, 13A

Ft
Ft
Cyd
Ft
Syd
Ton

30
20
50
200
11,500
800

$ 12
$ 35
$ 20
$3
$9
$ 100

$ 360
$ 700
$ 1,000
$ 600
$ 103,500
$ 80,000

5010034
8030010
8030036
8060030
8077001
8100371

HMA, 36A
Detectable Warning Surface
Sidewalk Ramp, Conc, 6 inch
Shared-use Path, Grading
Railing Retrofit
Post, Steel, 3 lb

Ton
Ft
Sft
Ft
Ft
Ft

800
30
225
8,800
120
180

$ 100
$ 40
$ 7.50
$ 10
$ 80
$ 7.50

$ 80,000
$ 1,200
$ 1,688
$ 88,000
$ 9,600
$ 1,350

8100398
8110024
8120012
8120013
8120030
8120031

Sign, Type IIA
Pavt Mrkg, Ovly Cold Plastic, 6 inch, Crosswalk
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Furn
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Oper
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Furn
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Oper

Sft
Ft
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

80
36
10
10
40
40

$ 22
$4
$ 800
$5
$ 15
$5

$ 1,760
$ 144
$ 8,000
$ 50
$ 600
$ 200

8120170
8160100
8160102
1027051

Minor Traf Devices
Slope Restoration, Type A
Slope Restoration, Type C
Contingency/Inflation, 10%
Sub Total – Segment 2

LSUM
Syd
Syd
LSUM

1
6,250
100
1

$ 3,000
$ 3.50
$5
$ 43,000

$ 3,000
$ 21,875
$ 500
$ 43,000
$ 515,127

LSUM
Acre
Ea

1
0.3
3

$ 62,000
$ 8,000
$ 850

$ 62,000
$ 2,400
$ 2,550

1500001
2010001
2020002

Segment 3 – South Raisinville Road
Mobilization, Max
Clearing
Tree, Rem, 19 inch to 36 inch
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3
$ 2,700
2
$ 300
2
$ 350
1 $ 25,000

Total
$ 8,100
$ 600
$ 700
$ 25,000
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Pay Item
2020003
2020004
2020006
2040020

Description
Tree, Rem, 37 inch or Larger
Tree, Rem, 6 inch to 18 inch
Stump, Rem, 19 inch to 36 inch
Curb and Gutter, Rem

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ft

Qty Unit Price
2
$ 1,550
4
$ 325
2
$ 400
278
$ 12

Total
$ 3,100
$ 1,300
$ 800
$ 3,336

2040055
2040050
2040080
2050016
2050040
2080044

Sidewalk, Rem
Pavt, Rem
Exploratory Investigation, Vertical
Excavation, Earth
Subgrade Undercutting, Type I
Erosion Control, Turbidity Curtain, Shallow

Syd
Syd
Ft
Cyd
Cyd
Ft

25
125
50
30
40
100

$ 12
$ 12
$ 35
$ 12
$ 20
$ 12

$ 300
$ 1,500
$ 1,750
$ 360
$ 800
$ 1,200

3020016
2080036
2060010
3070021
2050015
5010033

Aggregate Base, 6 inch
Erosion Control, Silt Fence
Excavation, Fdn
Approach, Cl II
Excavation, Channel
HMA, 13A

Syd
Ft
Cyd
Ton
Cyd
Ton

9,475
300
40
50
40
651.5

$9
$3
$ 15
$ 30
$ 24
$ 100

$ 85,275
$ 900
$ 600
$ 1,500
$ 960
$ 65,150

5010034
6020600
7060092
7060100
7077051
7077051

HMA, 36A
Conc Pavt, Bridge Approach, Reinf
Reinforcement, Steel, Epoxy Coated
Substructure Conc
50 x 14 Prefabricated Truss, Install
50 x 14 Prefabricated Truss, Furn

Ton
Syd
Lb
Cyd
LSUM
LSUM

651.5
50
10,000
50
1
1

$ 100
$ 175
$ 1.50
$ 950
$ 45,000
$ 55,000

$ 65,150
$ 8,750
$ 15,000
$ 47,500
$ 45,000
$ 55,000

8020036
8010005
8030010
8030036
8030044
8030046

Curb and Gutter, Conc, Det F2
Driveway, Nonreinf Conc, 6 inch
Detectable Warning Surface
Sidewalk Ramp, Conc, 6 inch
Sidewalk, Conc, 4 inch
Sidewalk, Conc, 6 inch

Ft
Syd
Ft
Sft
Sft
Sft

468
45
200
1,420
1,200
900

$ 25
$ 50
$ 40
$ 7.50
$ 4.50
$6

$ 11,700
$ 2,250
$ 8,000
$ 10,650
$ 5,400
$ 5,400

8100371
8100398
8110024
8120031
8120030
8120012

Post, Steel, 3 lb
Sign, Type IIA
Pavt Mrkg, Ovly Cold Plastic, 6 inch, Crosswalk
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Oper
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Furn
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Furn

Ft
Sft
Ft
Ea
Ea
Ea

820
410
520
100
100
20

$ 7.50
$ 22
$4
$5
$ 15
$ 800

$ 6,150
$ 9,020
$ 2,080
$ 500
$ 1,500
$ 16,000

8120013
8120170
8130005
8160102
8160100
5010005

Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Oper
Minor Traf Devices
Riprap, Heavy
Slope Restoration, Type C
Slope Restoration, Type A
HMA Surface, Rem

Ea
LSUM
Syd
Syd
Syd
Syd

20
1
60
250
8,000
45

$5
$ 5,000
$ 85
$5
$ 3.50
$6

$ 100
$ 5,000
$ 5,100
$ 1,250
$ 28,000
$ 270

8110045
8110343
8060030
7067010

Pavt Mrkg, Ovly Cold Plastic, 24 inch, Stop Bar
Rem Spec Mrkg
Shared-use Path, Grading
Modular Block Retaining Wall

Ft
Sft
Ft
Sft

85
220
7,078.5
100

$ 11
$3
$ 10
$ 35

$ 935
$ 660
$ 70,785
$ 3,500
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Pay Item
8207051
4017051
1027051

Description
Pedestrian Signal Equipment and Infrastructure
Drainage work along Raisinville Road to South of M-50
Contingency/Inflation, 10%
Sub Total – Segment 3

Unit
LSUM
LSUM
LSUM

1500001
2020002
2020003
2020004

Segment 4 – North Custer Road
Mobilization, Max
Tree, Rem, 19 inch to 36 inch
Tree, Rem, 37 inch or Larger
Tree, Rem, 6 inch to 18 inch

LSUM
Ea
Ea
Ea

2020006
2040020
2040050
2040080
2050015
2050040

Stump, Rem, 19 inch to 36 inch
Curb and Gutter, Rem
Pavt, Rem
Exploratory Investigation, Vertical
Excavation, Channel
Subgrade Undercutting, Type I

2060010
2080036
2080044
3020016
3070021
4020004

Qty Unit Price
1 $ 25,000
1 $ 20,000
1 $ 65,000

Total
$ 25,000
$ 20,000
$ 65,000
$ 776,431

1
6
6
3

$ 65,000
$ 850
$ 1,550
$ 325

$ 65,000
$ 5,100
$ 9,300
$ 975

Ea
Ft
Syd
Ft
Cyd
Cyd

3
176
679
25
40
40

$ 400
$ 12
$ 12
$ 35
$ 24
$ 20

$ 1,200
$ 2,112
$ 8,148
$ 875
$ 960
$ 800

Excavation, Fdn
Erosion Control, Silt Fence
Erosion Control, Turbidity Curtain, Shallow
Aggregate Base, 6 inch
Approach, Cl II
Sewer, Cl A, 12 inch, Tr Det A

Cyd
Ft
Ft
Syd
Ton
Ft

40
200
100
9,018
40
330

$ 15
$3
$ 12
$9
$ 30
$ 55

$ 600
$ 600
$ 1,200
$ 81,162
$ 1,200
$ 18,150

4020033
4030010
4030200
5010005
5010033
5010034

Sewer, Cl A, 12 inch, Tr Det B
Dr Structure Cover, Type B
Dr Structure, 24 inch dia
HMA Surface, Rem
HMA, 13A
HMA, 36A

Ft
Ea
Ea
Syd
Ton
Ton

100
3
3
515
653
653

$ 65
$ 500
$ 1,500
$6
$ 100
$ 100

$ 6,500
$ 1,500
$ 4,500
$ 3,090
$ 65,300
$ 65,300

5010061
6020600
7060092
7060100
7077051
7077051

HMA Approach
Conc Pavt, Bridge Approach, Reinf
Reinforcement, Steel, Epoxy Coated
Substructure Conc
50 x 14 Prefabricated Truss, Install
50 x 14 Prefabricated Truss, Furn

Ton
Syd
Lb
Cyd
LSUM
LSUM

60
50
10,000
50
1
1

$ 200
$ 175
$ 1.50
$ 950
$ 45,000
$ 55,000

$ 12,000
$ 8,750
$ 15,000
$ 47,500
$ 45,000
$ 55,000

8010005
8020036
8030010
8030036
8060030
8100371

Driveway, Nonreinf Conc, 6 inch
Curb and Gutter, Conc, Det F2
Detectable Warning Surface
Sidewalk Ramp, Conc, 6 inch
Shared-use Path, Grading
Post, Steel, 3 lb

Syd
Ft
Ft
Sft
Ft
Ft

679
206
110
880
7,097
360

$ 50
$ 25
$ 40
$ 7.50
$ 10
$ 7.50

$ 33,950
$ 5,150
$ 4,400
$ 6,600
$ 70,970
$ 2,700

8100398
8107051

Sign, Type IIA
Solar Powered Rectangular Rapid Beacon Flashing Signs with
Activation
Pavt Mrkg, Ovly Cold Plastic, 6 inch, Crosswalk

Sft
LSUM

192
1

$ 22
$ 8,000

$ 4,224
$ 8,000

Ft

330

$4

$ 1,320

8110024
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Pay Item
8120012
8120013
8120030
8120031

Description
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Furn
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Oper
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Furn
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Oper

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

Minor Traf Devices
Riprap, Heavy
Slope Restoration, Type A
Slope Restoration, Type C
Contingency/Inflation, 10%
Sub Total – Segment 4

LSUM
Syd
Syd
Syd
LSUM

1
60
10,000
200
1

$ 5,000
$ 85
$ 3.50
$5
$ 66,000

$ 5,000
$ 5,100
$ 35,000
$ 1,000
$ 66,000
$ 794,336

1500001
2010001
2040020
2040035

Segment 5 – Raisinville Road Bridge
Mobilization, Max
Clearing
Curb and Gutter, Rem
Guardrail, Rem

LSUM
Acre
Ft
Ft

1
0.14
30
150

$ 25,000
$ 8,000
$ 12
$5

$ 25,000
$ 1,120
$ 360
$ 750

2050010
2050040
2080036
2090001
3020016
5010005

Embankment, CIP
Subgrade Undercutting, Type I
Erosion Control, Silt Fence
Project Cleanup
Aggregate Base, 6 inch
HMA Surface, Rem

Cyd
Cyd
Ft
LSUM
Syd
Syd

75
25
450
1
750
25

$ 12
$ 20
$3
$ 2,500
$9
$6

$ 900
$ 500
$ 1,350
$ 2,500
$ 6,750
$ 150

5010033
5010034
6020600
7110008
7110011
8020036

HMA, 13A
HMA, 36A
Conc Pavt, Bridge Approach, Reinf
Bridge Railing, 2 Tube, Modified
Bridge Barrier Railing, Type 6
Curb and Gutter, Conc, Det F2

Ton
Ton
Syd
Ft
Ft
Ft

105
105
40
360
360
75

$ 100
$ 100
$ 175
$ 150
$ 250
$ 25

$ 10,500
$ 10,500
$ 7,000
$ 54,000
$ 90,000
$ 1,875

8030046
8060030
8070009
8070023
8070043
8080011

Sidewalk, Conc, 6 inch
Shared-use Path, Grading
Guardrail, Type MGS-8D
Guardrail Anch, Bridge, Det T2
Guardrail Approach Terminal, Type 2T
Fence, Chain Link, 48 inch

Sft
Ft
Ft
Ea
Ea
Ft

100
350
75
2
2
100

$6
$ 10
$ 30
$ 1,800
$ 2,750
$ 25

$ 600
$ 3,500
$ 2,250
$ 3,600
$ 5,500
$ 2,500

8100371
8100398
8110231
8110232
8110251
8110252

Post, Steel, 3 lb
Sign, Type IIA
Pavt Mrkg, Waterborne, 4 inch, White
Pavt Mrkg, Waterborne, 4 inch, Yellow
Pavt Mrkg, Waterborne, 2nd Application, 4 inch, White
Pavt Mrkg, Waterborne, 2nd Application, 4 inch, Yellow

Ft
Sft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

150
100
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

$ 7.50
$ 22
$1
$1
$ 0.40
$ 0.40

$ 1,125
$ 2,200
$ 1,000
$ 1,000
$ 400
$ 400

8110307
8110343
8120012
8120013

Rem Curing Compound, for Longit Mrkg, 4 inch
Rem Spec Mrkg
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Furn
Barricade, Type III, High Intensity, Double Sided, Lighted, Oper

Ft
Sft
Ea
Ea

1,000
100
10
10

$1
$3
$ 800
$5

$ 1,000
$ 300
$ 8,000
$ 50

8120170
8130005
8160100
8160102
1027051
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Qty Unit Price
20
$ 800
20
$5
100
$ 15
100
$5

Total
$ 16,000
$ 100
$ 1,500
$ 500
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Pay Item
8120030
8120031
8120051
8120052

Description
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Furn
Channelizing Device, 42 inch, Oper
Conc Barrier Ending, Temp, Detail 4, Furn
Conc Barrier Ending, Temp, Detail 4, Oper

Unit
Ea
Ea
Ea
Ea

8120081
8120082
8120110
8120111
8120170
8120246

Conc Barrier, Temp, Furn
Conc Barrier, Temp, Oper
High Intensity Light, Type B, Furn
High Intensity Light, Type B, Oper
Minor Traf Devices
Pavt Mrkg, Wet Reflective, Type R, Tape, 4 inch, Yellow, Temp

Ft
Ft
Ea
Ea
LSUM
Ft

500
500
2
2
1
1,000

$ 20
$5
$ 125
$ 25
$ 5,000
$2

$ 10,000
$ 2,500
$ 250
$ 50
$ 5,000
$ 2,000

8120370
8160102
1027051

Traf Regulator Control
Slope Restoration, Type C
Contingency/Inflation, 15%
Sub Total – Segment 5

LSUM
Syd
LSUM

1
600
1

$ 3,000
$5
$ 33,000

$ 3,000
$ 3,000
$ 33,000
$ 312,080
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Qty Unit Price
50
$ 15
50
$5
2
$ 2,500
2
$ 300

Total
$ 750
$ 250
$ 5,000
$ 600
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FUNDING
Although a sufficient level of detail is provided for the purpose of estimating project costs, the preliminary design drawings are not intended to substitute for detailed engineering and construction plans. For
budgetary purposes, the project costs need to include professional engineering costs, which include
costs for surveying, development of the construction plans, specifications and contract documents, as
well as costs related to construction inspections, testing, and contract administration during construction. These professional services typically account to 20% of the construction costs. Table 6 lists the project costs to provide a basis for developing a funding plan.
Table 6. Project Costs
Segment
1

West Seventh Street
Roessler Street to Herr Road
Railroad/DTE Easement
Herr Road to Raisinville Road
South Raisinville Road
Railroad Easement to Ellis Library
North Custer Road
Raisinville Road to Munson Park
Raisinville Road Bridge
Enhancements Using Existing Structure

2
3
4
5

Preliminary Engineer’s
Estimate of Cost
$ 899,952

With Survey, Engineering,
Design, CE & I
$ 1,079,900

$ 515,127

$ 618,200

$ 776,431

$ 931,700

$ 794,336

$ 953,200

$ 312,080

$ 374,500

CE & I: Construction Engineering and Inspection

The funding plan takes the trail segment costs and lays out a strategy on how the costs can be met using
a variety of federal, state, local, and private funds, which are described in the next section of this report.
The plan addresses the various funder’s criteria, match requirements, and what are judged to be reasonable funding asks based on preliminary discussions to present a feasible scenario and timeline for the
implementation of the project. The suggested plan is presented in Tables 7 and 8 with two possible options: one where all improvements would take place as one project, and the other with the improvements taking place in three projects. The tables should be viewed as a work in progress, understanding
that discussions are underway.
Table 7. Option 1 Suggested Funding Plan as One Project
Potential Funding Sources

Project 1 – 2022-23

Project Cost to be Funded

$ 3,957,500

Federal Funds (TAP)*
State Funds (MNRTF)*
Match
Community General Funds

$ 2,308,500
$ 300,000

(Monroe County, City of Monroe, Monroe Charter Township, & Frenchtown
Township)

$ 600,000

Local + Regional Foundation Funds

$ 649,000

Other Funds & Donations

$ 100,000

(Ralph Wilson Foundation, National Park Foundation, Monroe County Community
Foundation, DTE Foundation, etc.)
(MCCC, MISD, Library, etc.)

Total
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Table 8. Option 2 Suggested Funding Plan as Three Projects
Potential Funding Sources
Project 1 – 2022-23
Segment 1 – 3
West Seventh Street
to Ellis Library
Project Cost to be Funded
$ 2,629,800
Federal Funds (TAP, CMAQ)*
State Funds (MNRTF)*
To be Determined
Match
Community General Funds

(Monroe County, City of Monroe, Monroe
Charter Township, & Frenchtown
Township)

Local + Regional Foundation Funds

(DTE Foundation, Monroe County
Community Foundation, Ralph Wilson
Foundation, & National Park Foundation)

Other Funds & Donations
(MCCC, MISD, Library, etc.)

Total
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Project 2 – 2023-24
Segment 4
North Custer Road
$ 953,200

$ 1,534,100
$ 300,000

$ 556,000

$ 450,000

$ 150,000

$245,700

$ 247,200

Project 3 - 2023
Segment 5
Raisinville Road
Bridge
$ 374,500

$ 374,500

$ 100,000
$ 2,629,800

$ 953,200

$ 374,500
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FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
The following grant programs are potential funding opportunities for developing non-motorized transportation facilities. The type of projects allowed depend on the program, however, the categories range
from planning and construction of pedestrian or bicycle facilities to design of public spaces, educational
programs, research, and methods for reducing air pollution.
MAP-21: Transportation Alternatives Program & Safe Routes to
Schools

MAP-21 (Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act) is the most recent federal transportation
funding law. It consolidates transportation funding programs that were available under the previous
funding law including the Transportation Enhancement program, the Safe Routes to School program,
and the Recreation Trails program into a program called Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP). This
singular program is the largest federal source for trail funding.
Transportation Alternative activities are projects that "expand travel choices and enhance the transportation experience by integrating modes and improving the cultural, historic, and environmental aspects
of our transportation infrastructure.” Activities which may apply to the Monroe Loop Trail include:
•

•

Construction, planning, and design of on-road and off-road facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists,
and other non-motorized forms of transportation, including sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure,
pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting and other safety-related infrastructure, and transportation projects to achieve compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act; and
Construction, planning, and design of infrastructure-related projects and systems that will provide safe routes for non-drivers, including children, older adults, and individuals with disabilities
to access daily needs.

Transportation Enhancement and Safe Routes to School (K – 8th grade) funds are distributed through a
partnership between SEMCOG and MDOT. Each project is jointly evaluated by SEMCOG and MDOT staff
to determine eligibility, consistency with TAP program requirements, and how well the project meets
SEMCOG’s Creating Success goals.
Approximately $6.5 million was available to be distributed in the SEMCOG region in 2020. Applications
must be submitted through the Michigan Department of Transportation’s online grant system (MGS). A
minimum 20% local match is required for proposed projects and applications are accepted online.
http://www.semcog.org/TAPCall.aspx
Michigan Transportation Fund (Act 51)

Revenues from the Michigan Transportation Fund (MTF) are generated from state gas and value taxes.
The funding is divided among MDOT, road commissions, cities, and villages. Each Act 51 agency is required by law to spend at a minimum an average of 1% of their Act 51 dollars on non-motorized improvements for 10 years subsequent to Act 51 award. This amount can be used to provide portion of a
match for federal funds.
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Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality

This funding is provided to areas that are not in compliance with air quality standards or are in a
maintenance area for air quality nonattainment issues. Congestion Mitigation/Air Quality (CMAQ) projects are awarded competitively and jointly between MDOT and the Southeast Michigan Council of
Governments (SEMCOG). Applicants must demonstrate that they reduce emissions in order to be considered eligible for funding as determined by the Federal Highway Administration. Southeast Michigan is
a designated non-attainment area.
http://www.michigan.gov/mdot/0,4616,7-151-9621_11041_60661---,00.html
Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund

State grants are available to local units of government for acquisition and development of land and
facilities for outdoor recreation such as shared-use paths. 2019 priorities were trails, wildlife/ecological
corridors, and projects located within urban areas. The Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund (MNRTF)
provides funding for the purchase and development of land for natural resource based preservation and
recreation. Goals of the program are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Protect natural resources and provide for their access, public use and enjoyment,
Provide public access to Michigan’s waters, particularly the Great Lakes and facilitate their recreation use,
Meet regional, county, and community needs for outdoor recreation opportunities,
Improve the opportunities for outdoor recreation in urban areas, and
Stimulate Michigan’s economy through recreation related to tourism and community revitalization.

Grant proposals must include a local match of at least 25% of the total project cost. There is no minimum or maximum for acquisition projects. For development projects, the minimum funding request was
$15,000 and the maximum was $300,000 in 2020. Applications are usually due in April.
https://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,4570,7-350-79134_81684_79209_81657---,00.html
Land and Water Conservation Fund

The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) is a federal appropriation to the National Park Service,
who distributes funds to the Michigan Department of Natural Resources for development of outdoor
recreation facilities. The focus of the program has recently been on trailway systems and other community recreation needs such as playgrounds, picnic areas, athletic fields, and walking paths. Minimum
grant requests were $30,000 and maximum requests were $300,000 in 2020. The match percentage
must be 50% of the total project cost. Applications are usually due in April.
https://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,4570,7-350-79134_81684_79209_81655---,00.html
Advocacy Advance Rapid Response Grant

Advocacy Advance is the partnership of the Alliance for Biking & Walking and the League of American
Bicyclists. They work to boost local and state bicycle and pedestrian advocacy efforts. This grant is intended to help advocacy organizations take advantage of unexpected opportunities to win, increase, or
preserve funding for biking and walking. These grants are available to non-profit groups; however, partnerships with local governments are encouraged. Eligible activities include campaigns centered around
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transportation bonds or ballot initiatives, campaigns to attain and spend public funding, campaigns to
preserving existing allocations of public funding at risk of being cut, and development of specialized
tools and materials to reach targeted audiences who may influence the decision for increased funding
on biking and walking.
http://www.advocacyadvance.org/grants
DALMAC Fund

The goals of the DALMAC Fund are to expand and improve the bicycling environment in Michigan, increase bicycle safety, and promote goodwill toward bicycling in the community. Eligible activities include
construction and design of bicycle facilities, bicycle education programs, bicycle promotion activities,
purchase of bicycles and related equipment, and developing bicycle routes or maps. No specific match is
specified and applications were due in March for 2020.
http://www.biketcba.org/dfund.php
PeopleForBikes Community Grant Program (formerly Bikes Belong)
The PeopleForBikes community grant program is funded by members of the American Bicycle Industry.

Their mission is to put more people on bikes more often. The program funds projects in three categories: facility, education, and capacity building. Requests for funding can be up to $10,000 for projects
such as bike paths, trails, lanes, parking, transit, and safe routes to school. Applications are reviewed on
a quarterly basis.
https://peopleforbikes.org/grant-guidelines/
Other Sources and Local Support

Additional funds may be available through local economic development funds (DDA), and other sources,
which can be used for match dollars. Public support for pedestrian and bicycle facility development will
be crucial in determining non-motorized transportation success of Monroe County. A specific millage
over a limited period could be considered in the future for particular projects such as bike lane marking,
or maintenance of the non-motorized facilities. Monroe County should investigate additional sources of
funding. Seeking donations, attracting sponsors, holding fund-raising events, and seeking out other
revenue sources are methods that should be pursued aggressively to raise funding for walk and bike way
development.
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MCCC STUDENT SURVEY
Other suggestions included for whether one would choose to walk or ride a bike if:
(Comments are listed verbatim, as they were received)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The bike/ hiking path would be great for us as students and the community to get out and enjoy it. Also it
would be a way to get rid of stress and be safe about doing it
More bike racks and a bigger bike path
I think it is a great idea for the community and the college.
Will there be blue-light security phones /stations along the way?
I think it would be a great option.
Personally I think this walking/biking trail would be an asset for the community overall. I really hope it
comes to fruition.
Its great form of exercise, and it also allows for change of scenery whilst exercising
Build a bridge over M50
People are very eco-conscious and I would bring my bicycle with me since I have places to store it but if
the option was there I would use the trail for recreation as I'm sure many others would.
There were more sidewalks along main roads
it will make it easier for kids to go to and fro from the college
I think arranging for cyclical travel is a great idea! The college being off of M50 makes wanting to ride to
school very unsafe for me. My son attends MCMC and opts to ride his bike during Fall/spring. I really worry about him crossing M50 going to school and back home. I fully support this idea.
I believe strongly that campus life would be greatly improved with more options for students to walk and
bike to school, as well as, more options in Monroe for outdoor recreation.
The new trail would be a great edition to the college health and lifestyle. I have found it hard to find
places to lock my bike. I have always enjoyed biking to college. I would enjoy a safer and more accessible
way.
I would think to slow down the areas around the college would make for a safer environment that would
foster more student and staff alike to walk or ride bikes. I would if my road, which is north Raisinville, was
slow down and had sidewalks. I can't imagine how much gas I would save if I could just walk or ride a bike
the couple miles I live from the school, which is about between 1 to three miles.
I would use the trail for recreation
Most students live far from the school and I don't think most people see bike riding and walking as an
option.
Could be a really cool thing if done right.
It is impossible for me to come on bike.
There was more promotion about the benefits of riding or biking to school
Clean up the woods a little more and make the trail better
Some students may not have a bike so having the option to rent or borrow could help many.
This is a stupid idea. Aside from 40000 volt power lines over your proposed trail, the rail bed doesn't go
anywhere. It was designed for Trains. The rail bed is in terrible shape, and I am certain that it will not be
maintained. As someone who has toured extensively by bicycle, (I've done thousands of miles across
Canada and the US east coast) I think a better solution would be to widen Dunbar by 18 inches and
provide safer bicycle space along the highway. This would allow everyone in the subdivisions access as
well. Mountain biking trails would be nice to use. Just visited trails at southern Illinois University and they
had awesome paved trails and mountain bike trails. Students bikes everywhere
Make the trail
If there was a safer route for biking and walking, more better access.
A safe route to cross m50 at Raisinville
I suggest they have water stations and benches on the path
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Nothing would really change. The people who already choose to or have to bike or walk would not change
even if you offer then a bike for rent. If they were not doing it already they wouldn’t start doing it if they
didn’t have to
The loop as suggested connects the campus to a significant population. If successful, it would be beneficial
to consider further extending paths west along the M-50 corridor to Dundee and along Dunbar to Ida.
Please extend trails to the southern end of the county as well. There is more population in Bedford than
Monroe. Despite that, resources still seem to go to north county to the exclusion of south county.
Provide a bike check in and out service, for locking and securing inside storage as part of the fitness center
function.
I think if there was a place to eat along the proposed trail, and was timely to get to and from, students
would utilize the trail during good weather to get out to eat and enjoy the outside.
This loop would be a welcome asset for people to work out by walking, running and biking whether it is to
get to the campus, work out from the campus, hosting races to raise money for various causes, and to
participate in the Corporate Cup by hopefully adding a bike race. I strongly support this endeavor, and
thank those who are making it happen.
I would use this as often as I could when not in class.
Storing bikes anywhere on campus as long as it is safe
Rent bike locks out from the book store. As a commuter, I would even bring my bike in my car and use the
bike trail during down time between classes.
A path near the road (this project)
It's still dark out when school starts and most people don't want to bike in the dark
There was a safe bike route or bike lane.
I think just having a safe, paved trail that connects Monroe is a good option
Please complete this trail. This would be an asset to attracting new residents and a draw for recreation
travelers.
Summer would be a good time to work on it because no students will be on campus and it’s less
distracting. Also maybe when students are going for walks or riding a put vending machines with water in
the them because no one really thinks about their thirst until afterwards.
the sidewalks offered a larger space for cyclists
Bicycles on campus would clog up the walking paths
Build the loop, I think it would make a huge impact on our community
Indoor secure storage

Additional general comments received include:
(Comments are listed verbatim, as they were received)
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Great option for our city/county. Great health and fitness addition to the battlefield and its adjacent trails.
This is such a plus for real estate and school health benefits!
Build the trail : )
Add mile points so people who just want to use it for exercise reasons can keep better track of their
progress
Monroe and surrounding townships aren't walk/bike friendly. Lots of people with no options other than
to walk/ride on the busy, wet, and dangerous roads. Any walk along Telegraph or N. Monroe St or Stewart
road or Dunbar -- no sidewalks, no bike paths. This path is a good idea, but it will just accommodate the
occasional recreational walker/biker.
I would love to be able to walk this trail as I do enjoy nature walks, and being able to do this near my
school would be convenient for me.
I personally would not bike to school due to being too far away. But when I am down with classes for the
day I would go on a run through the trail if made because I enjoy a nice running trail
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Having bikes available to borrow or rent is such a great idea! I live about twenty minutes away from the
college when driving, so biking/walking isn't the most practical option, I know of a lot of people who do
bike or walk but have to do so on highways, which is not the most safe option. While I personally may not
use this trail very often, I know a lot of people would.
None other than I have already stated.
I would walk on my lunch hour.
Love Love Love this idea. Maybe not for transportation to the college but definitely for family use. Scared
for the M50 situation.
This is an amazing plan!
This makes me smile because of how much less pollution will be let into the air... that is if people use this
trail instead of driving
Thank you for considering those who would opt to use less carbon emissions by driving to school if there
was a safe and viable way to do so. I hope this proposal is accepted.
As an avid hiker and outdoors man, I would love to see more trails being built in Monroe! I 100% believe
that it would improve campus and community life. I don't see any downsides.
This is a great idea!!
Please go forward with this! I have been wanting this for so long. This would go a long way in safely and
health for us going to the college.
This is a wonderful idea, especially for the summer months and definitely in the fall
I hope this gets passed. Sure the route won't affect me since I don't live close enough to the route, but I
know it will benefit many who do. I also think it's a good way to make Monroe more connected since it
will be a connected bike route around the area.
I like the idea, especially by Munson where there are a lot of runners, BUT they could also utilize the trail
at the college for a mature run in their long travel.
I love this idea and hope it happens!
It’s a great idea. We use a trail like this in Toledo for recreation.
I wouldn't use it because I live too far away, but it's a great idea for those who live closer.
I think it would be utilized frequently by the community.
This would be a fantastic alternative for those who would like to get more exercise during the day that do
not feel comfortable in a traditional gym setting. Although I am not one to go for a run, I go on at least 3
hikes a week and would more often if I had more time. If this loop were built, it would provide an
excellent opportunity for me to get more healthy activity in with my busy schedule!
This would be a great benefit to the community!
If there were a lot of bike racks I would ride my bike
Since I run, it would be nice to have. (If cross country starts anytime soon)
As I mentioned, Rails to trails do not go anywhere. Better to make the existing roads more bicycle friendly.
Also, I've observed that people in Monroe have no idea how to ride bicycles on roads. They ride on the
wrong side, facing oncoming traffic and ride two-abreast. Monroe County law enforcement needs to start
cracking down on this before people start getting killed.
Although I would not use this for access to work/school, I would use it for recreation and access to
Munson Park.
If for no other reason it would be nice to have more safe bike paths in monroe so that parents could use it
with their children too.
Thank you for looking into this! I am sure it will help many people :)
This trail would be a tremendous asset to the community.
I think this would be an excellent addition to our community. People are more health conscious these
days and we need to do this type of exercise.
I hope this becomes a thing, this would be so fantastic!
I think a bike trail is a wonderful idea!
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If the trail was put in, I would defiantly ride to work when I could.
This trail sounds like a great idea! It's definitely something I would use in the warmer months to get to
school and also just to get exercise.
Please extend trails to south Monroe County and the Bedford community.
I believe connecting the MCCC campus with a trail network is beneficial not just for our students and staff,
but for our entire community. We have a beautiful campus that would be a nice stopover feature on the
trail for casual users.
I think this trail is a great idea. Other communities have them and they are very popular. It gives people a
walking view of the community, which is a whole new perspective.
Good luck with funding, Monroe County is one of the most underserved bike path and bike friendly roads
in any of the metropolitan areas of Michigan. Just like the roads you cross the county or state line and you
can tell that you have.
I would love to have a safe trail to ride a bicycle to work and run on in the evenings and on the weekends.
There are too few options to do SAFE family bike rides in this area. The bikes are currently collecting dust.
I hope it gets built I look forward to walk/biking on it.
I think this is a great idea!
It looks like this would run towards the back of Carrington golf course. I know there are some houses in
that area so how would this look for them? I believe it is Hodge Dr
Our community needs this, but it has to be safe!
The trail is a good idea! It would boots mental health and give students the opportunity to take a break
from campus if they have a full schedule with large gaps in between. Even as a commuter I would love to
see this trail built.
Parking spaces may be more available of more students chose to walk or bike to campus.
For people who live close but across the river, what will be their path across the 6 way intersection? It
always has at least 1 lane with right of way.
I think the trail is a wonderful idea, however I use the state park trail everyday and how it is being eroded
away is dangerous. If we could fix that along with extending the trail I believe that would make a huge
difference.
I live in Temperance so would not bike to work, but I am a bike rider and runner and would like a safe trail
that I could use after work to get some exercise. I have co-worker who would like the option to bike to
work if there was a safe route.
Please do this!
I know many people who already walk and bike out at Sterling State Park and would be very interested in
other options and routes for their exercise. This would be an option I know they would be interested in.
I would use it for recreation.
This is an awesome idea! Like I said, a paved, safe trail would be utilized by a lot of people I think
Thank you for your efforts to better our community!
This is a great idea and I’ll be disappointed if it doesn’t happen :)

RESIDENT SURVEY
Other suggestions included for whether one would choose to walk or ride a bike if:
(Comments are listed verbatim, as they were received)
•
•
•
•
Page 88

If there were more sidewalks or bike trails/lanes
There were more shops downtown to access. Too bad we weren’t capable of being like Plymouth,
Tecumseh, Petoskey, Charlevoix, etc
Access nearby for people that live outside of the city. Maybe a short bike ride on back roads that would
eventually lead to the trails.
I enjoy walking not much into riding bicycles.
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I think if u had rentals u would have more people not always can I get my bike in my truck because my
kids take my truck.
More variety
If you really want to increase the number of people choosing to ride bicycles around Monroe, then you
have to recognize that the bicycle paths on Dixie/Detroit Ave. are not adequate due to the lack of safety
afforded to the user. I live in Grand Beach, and would use that path all the time if I felt safe. I rarely see
anyone using that path, and figure it is because other people probably feel the same way I do.
Pedestrian/bicycle paths MUST be separated from vehicle traffic by a curb and green space in order for
people to feel safe. PLEASE make sure that that is a standard feature of any path constructed going
forward!
Visitors to the area would find biking or using Segway or scooters an enjoyable method to see sites and
enjoy businesses with rental options and safe pathways.
We don't have critical mass for bike rentals - town not big enough. It's self perpetuating - more bike lanes
will encourage more bike riding, but it won't happen overnight. Bike events highlighting Monroe as a
"bike friendly city" with *pretty* bike trails would help. I go places specifically for pretty bike rides, e.g.,
Toledo, Huron Metroparks etc.
An added benefit to consider is the safety of Monroe County Fair attendees that are currently walking in
and along the ditch on Raisinville Rd in order to enter/leave the fair. Especially the 4H'ers. It would be
great to improve that area and make it safer!
I don't think the area really identifies itself as a bike-friendly area.
If people felt safer to bike, especially with little kids
It would be great to educate the city on how to drive vehicles and share the road with pedestrians and
cyclists. Also, adding bike rent/drop off locations around the city.
Bike trails to include Meadow Montessori School connection.
Bike path should extend all the way to Meadow Montessori and to the Monroe County Extension Office
The new trail should run all the way to meadow Montessori school and physical fitness and outdoor play
is strongly engrained in their educational plan
I rollerblade which requires better quality paths.
It makes a lot of sense to have easier access and more options to access our college for those who don’t
have a reliable car.
I would love to see a space for bike on the road so bikers can ride with a safe space on road since you ride
with traffic.
Importance of regular exercise
Make a bike path to the educational corridor - ISD, MCCC, MMS
We live in LaSalle. It would be nice if we had some way to access trails without riding the roads
If Dunbar Road, Raisinville Road, Custer Roads North and South were safer, more people would choose to
run, ride or walk using these paths.
It would be wonderful to extend the bike path to Meadow Montessori School on Raisinville Road.
Meadow Montessori School is right across the street from the community college, and Meadow high
school students do take classes at MCCC.
Safety and accessibility are the keys.
Educate the country bumpkin types who shout at and crowd cyclists on the road. They don't seem to
realize that it's perfectly legal to ride on the road as long as traffic laws are obeyed. Likewise educate
them that if they are cycling on the road (DUI types), they must ride with traffic and obey rules.
Connect the large and closely adjacent Monroe township neighborhoods like Southpointe, SMT, and
Evergreen Acres to the bike trails.
Waste of taxpayers money. With all the cuts you people talk about, why in Gods name would you spend
money on this stupid project.
Bike path along LaPlaisance road has been needed, it is dangerous. That section is what makes me take a
car to the bike paths. My girlfriends and I presented petitions for a bike path on LaPlaisance in the 1970’s
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when were in high school— still needed!
Have trails handicapped accessible. Restrooms along route. So the handicapped, Seniors and those with
medical problems can get out and not worry about rushing. Have electricity outlets along route for
Powerchairs or Scooters for people who use them so they won't run out of power and become stranded.
It is not only bikes lanes in the City, there are not designated bike lanes with appropriate signage and road
markings in the townships along many roadways that have adequate space. N. Custer, S. Custer, N. Dixie
and US Turnpike, S. Monroe St, M-50, N Monroe St, Stewart R, Cole Rd.
A bridge to bike or walk from S custer to N custer will be great
Areas like Detroit are using the ebikes/scooters. I would be curious as to how their usage is and if it would
be worth it in Monroe. I think downtown Monroe is such a cute area and has so much potential especially with the water. I think an emphasis should be brought in on building up the downtown area and
once we bring in the people we could offer items like the ebike/scooter.
Trails to parks and parks. I won’t ride to the college.
I think that the people who want to ride or walk around dont care if there’s a lane or not.
I believe we have enough bike trails now that are being used.
More parking and all trails connecting.
There is NO WAY I am riding my bike in the bike lane on N Custer!! The traffic is going way too fast!! I'm
not sure why the lanes were even added since there is a walking/bike path literally less than 10' from the
lanes that are on the roadway! By adding the bike lanes to the road, it has taken away the turn lane.
There are several driveways plus Veterans Park and First Merchants Bank in that area so there are several
places where the traffic flow is affected by turning cars into these spots.
It is past time for Monroe and surrounding areas to consider alternatives to car transportation. Life styles
have changed. People want to live in communities that promote an outdoor, healthy life style.
The Telegraph / Stewart corridor DESPARATELY needs cycle lanes.
Bike rentals would be great!
I would always use my bike if I could feel safe sharing the streets with vehicles. To do this...there would
need to be some type of physical barrier between the biker and the vehicle. Seeing how narrow and close
to traffic on Dixie that bike lane is, is to unsafe IMO. The walking paths should have a painted lane for
walkers and one for bikers.
I think this is a great idea
I think we should set bike shops along these places to rent bikes
people will use it if it’s there for them
If it were safer.
The residents of Bolles Harbor would definitely ride into town if it was SAFER to cross the I-75 bridge and
ride down LaPlaisance rd separated from the traffic
I would love more dedicated bike lanes and trails/pathways for pedestrian use.
Rails to trails and trails away from busy traffic would get more people on bikes. Trails near
restaurants/bars/attractions/retail would interest people.
Follow through and enforce penalty for drivers. Raise cycling awareness.
I think we should have more bike lanes everywhere
Greater accessibility and entrance points
Education is key. Many "recreational" riders don't follow the rules of the road often riding against traffic.
The automobile public need to be mindful of cyclists and adhere to the 3 foot rule, not pass on a double
yellow curve and passing only when it is safe to do so just as they would when passing another car.
I think that you should link the Bolles Harbor area to downtown. Presently, the bridge over I-75 at exit 11
is closed and this is a perfect time to widen the shoulders on it. Right now, the shoulders are far too
narrow. You could also use the south Laplaisance bridge [there is no freeway exit there], but it doesn't
connect as well.
Protected lanes
Rails to trails like they have all over the country. Xenia Ohio has 400 plus miles rails to trails. Northern
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Michigan has plenty. Closer to Monroe, Tecumseh to Adrian has a short one. That old rail bed off seventh
could go to Ida, Summerfield, and I think all the was Adrian. Takes some planning and vision.
I strongly believe a bike path around the city would encourage more people to ride. I think it would
provide a safer means of biking and walking as well.
Having bike lanes helps a lot. Just having more bike signs about sharing the road would help
Make roads safer with marked shoulders and signage to educate drivers and police officers about
Michigan laws of rights and responsibilities of cyclists. Education campaigns for the public and for police
officers.
Create safe areas then connect them with bike lanes and less car -traveled roads
Bring the 275 metro trail down to Monroe
You offered a way for the citizens to take ownership of the trails - 501c3 etc - Getting people involved in
the creation / funding / maintenance will then lead to more ridership. Munson MTB trails need a citizens
run group to maintain / fundraise / and promote use - especially with younger kids. Trail building days etc
Enforcement of aggressive driving toward cyclists, driver education, awareness signage
Driver education about not driving in bike lanes
Middle and high school track and cross county teams have safer routes to train.
People travel for Rails to Trails type mixed use pathways. I think a perfect example is the Wabash
Cannonball Trail right on the edge of Toledo. On a decent weather weekend you'll see hundreds of people
at various parking lots jumping on to bike, run, walk, rollerblade, etc. Something like that connecting
Monroe to Ann Arbor would be amazing. It'd be nice to also connect up to the bike path between the
Metroparks.
Safety from inattentive drivers
Another thing that may be helpful is educating people on the ‘rules of the road’... ie. when safe, bicycles
should be riding in the road with traffic.
Bringing in the rental bikes would be a nice feature
Extend walking and running path and adding more bike lanes on the streets
I travel a lot for work and typically run multiple times per trip. I find the vibrant communities have easy
pedestrian access. Not a cause and effect but a sign. While we do have some, the parts in town are
disjointed, parts closed or unmaintained for the winter and many areas in poor repair. It reflects poorly on
the community.
Trail extended to MCCC from current N. Custer route.
Commitment to increased biking should be total. No roadway built or improved should be approved that
doesn’t include a bike/walk pathway. This would provide alternative transportation going forward.
I believe many more people would be interested in walking/running/biking if there were more trails
available in monroe county that weren't right on the main roads, also I believe if the information as to
where these trails are and access points to them was more accessible more people would take interest in
using the trails.
I think there are plenty of people, young and older, who rely on bikes or walking for transport. Having a
safe trail would make it easier for them to get around since the bus doesn't go everywhere. (I use to work
at the McDs on Laplaisance, plenty of employees don't have cars and the bus doesn't go that way) I would
also like to see more outside of the city. I live outside of Monroe now and no longer have as many options
to safely get around on bike or foot near me.
Drivers in Monroe seem to aim for cyclers. I quit riding bikes when I had a few near misses. You cannot
ride the trails because walker walk 2-4 across blocking and do not move when asked.
I fully support this project and speak for my 22 member family that we would use it extensively. Please
ensure if this is done that there enough budget to do the proper upkeep and maintenance on the
pathway and immediate areas.
I would love more trails but only if they are maintained. We need to look at the paths at Sterling State
Park first. They are not fit for bikes and they need to be fixed.
Away from the roads
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Don't just make a sidewalk circle around the park in the sweltering heat. Make it an actual nature trail
where adults and children alike can enjoy being in and learn about nature.
Please do this!
If it gets built I hope it can be maintained
If leashed dogs are allowed, I would definitely use it.
Great idea! Do it!
I am always looking for new a interesting walking trails in Monroe County. I especially enjoy being in
naturally areas.
The bike loop should be extended all the way to Meadow Montessori!
Please extend the trail down to include Meadow Montessori.
Extend the path to meadow Montessori, my son goes there and I could use the path to ride bikes to
school
I would do the loop, and I would love to see more community park like yoga, Zumba activities ... Activities
Monroe offers are always better the only minus is they are for like 3 or 4 weeks and then they end...
I am head coach of the Meadow Montessori Cross Country team. The new trail would come right by our
school, and we would LOVE to use it! In addition to running practice, our students would be able to
safely walk to classes and other functions at MCCC. Some of our students may even be able to walk/ride
to school.
I can't stress this enough: PLEASE be sure that any new construction affords dedicated, safe space for
bikes/pedestrians, by including a buffer of curb and greenspace between the path and the road. It is wellworth the added expense because -- without it -- few people will use the path (Dixie path is case-in-point).
What property owners give-up in right-of-way, they will more than get back by enhancing their property
and its value!
One closing thought: have you considered integrating the old railbed that borders the MCCC property
(traditional "rails to trails")? We run on that gravel path, and appreciate that it is far from any road
traffic. It might be a neat way for students to get from Monroe High to MCCC.
It might add to the appeal if the path made a figure 8 perhaps using Roessler Road where bridge has been
recently updated as a safe method to cross the river. I also think it would enhance visitors to our city if
there was a pathway to connect to other paths and parks in the metro area. I.e. Erie Metropark or I275
bike path. This would especially be true if a proposed train route connects Ann Arbor, Detroit, and Toledo
and folks could ride one way and bike one way.
Please extend the trail to the Community College and Meadow Montessori School. Note: Speeders on
raisinville road are terrifying!!! I wouldn't ride the shoulder there unless the bike lane was quite wide.
make it go down to Meadow Montessori on raisnville road.
Please consider the enhanced quality of life a trail creates. It is a very desirable feature that should
enhance property values for homes within range of it. Git er done!
Extend the trail all the way to Meadow Montessori PLEASE!!
The loop should include Meadow Montessori School to permit access by as many youth as possible. It
should connect that education corridor and people should be encouraged to use it- promotion it!
Please be sure to extend that bike path all the way to Meadow Montessori just beyond the College. My
child is getting to old for the bike seat but as I stands right now, there is no way he’ll bike to school.
Raisinville Road is very dangerous for a biker. I have been cut off by a school bus, pushed off the tiny bern
of the road and into the gravel by several drivers. I have gotten yelled at, cussed out and had obscene
gestures launched at me, all with a kid in the back.
North Custer beyond Munson Park is marginally better because the bern is much wider but the section at
Territorial Park, corner of Raisinville Road is similarly as dangerous.
Thank you for building the trail! Please connect all the way to Meadow Montessori School so it can be
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used be used by the community.
It is very important to the city to make a useful bike path connecting this part of the county
Great idea
The new trail should extend a bit further, down to meadow Montessori school as it would benefit the kids
who go to school there.
There’s a large bike riding community in Monroe. The cars drive by close to cyclists and often yelling at
them, illustrating their intent to harass and intimidate. Safety is extremely important and has dissuaded
me recently from riding my bike on the country roads. We live in a development without sidewalks and I
don’t feel safe having my kids cycle on the roads even with my direct supervision.
Please make the path extend to Meadow Montessori School
I really hope this happens!
I love that this is being considered
As it is so close, I think the trail should also include a path which includes Meadow Montessori School
located on S. Raisinville Rd. just south of MCCC. Our high school students walk daily, multiple times, to the
college for dual enrollment classes. Several times a year even our youngest preschool students (aged 3-6)
walk to the college. It is challenging to escort 50 children of that age safely on S. Raisinville. Please
consider.
I so look forward to the completion of this project!!!
Thank you for thinking of people.
This would be ideal for me to ride a bike to work at Meadow Montessori! Plus I could allow my kids to ride
bikes to Munson or Ellis Library or even to Sterling State Park! They could have a variety of places to go on
a bike with this. Even shop or go eat at restaurants in downtown Monroe!
Make the path go to the Montessori School Please.Keds have to walk that stretch of road from MMS to
the college.
If my path to downtown Monroe was safer, I would bike there often. Thank you for creating safer paths
for Monroe citizens to travel all around our city!
I’m hoping that the bike path can extend to Meadow Montessori School.
The bike path should also connect to Meadow Montessori School. The children would use it to access
MCCC, Ellis Library, Navarre-Anderson Trading Post, and Munson Park. Currently, they walk or bike on the
side of the road, which has some safety issues.
Would love if the bike path would be extended on S Raisinville Rd to reach Meadow Montessori School
Bike trails provide safe recreational opportunities while allowing people to appreciate more aspects of the
area by letting them travel leisurely and Safeway while walking or biking.
Extend the trail all the way down Raisinville to Meadow Montessori School.
Create the trail.
A bike lane down Raisinville Rd, connecting the library and the community college, makes perfect sense. I
hope it can be extended as far as Meadow Montessori School because students regularly go back and
forth from the school (1670 S. Raisinville Rd) to the college.
Having this loop I believe will make walking and biking around Monroe more appealing not to mention
safer for all.
City park bathrooms should not be closed for reason of COVID, flu, or otherwise. People need to be
encouraged to exercise and be outside. It’s a quality of life issue, and it is a disservice to public health and
well being to shut down everything indiscriminately. 30% of Michiganders are obese and 70% are
overweight or obese. This condition increases the morbidities that have made the COVID situation much
worse. Trails are needed, but also complementary services like available bathrooms need to be
somewhere in the loop.
Be sensible with our money and quit asking for more like we have money trees in the back yard.
Trail needs to be safe for family bike rides with children (away from cars).
Bike Path on LaPlaisance road out Bolles Harbor!
I am a disabled Army Veteran. I use a Walker and Powerchair. I live in Monroe Township. River Side. I have
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to cross S. Custer by Waterloo School to use sidewalks. After I go an extra to blocks out of my way to get
to a sidewalk. I cross at the crosswalk at S. Custer & Telegraph Rd. In my Powerchair. Parts of Monroe
Township and the City are not to accessible for the disabled. A lot of disabled people, physically and some
medical conditions really like going around Monroe but are limited to access, restrooms, electricity access
for some mobility needs.
Please make the trails to accommodate both walkers and bikers. We are not generally bikers, but we are
big-time walkers. Also, along the trails, please include waste disposal bins, seating, signage about
sights/history in the area, wildlife and plants/trees. Keep in mind that home schooling has now taken on a
new life in the COVID era. Make this into an educational opportunity for those families and for us life-long
learners.
again a bridge will be nice
This is also good for the poor in the community because it facilitates the use of bicycles (a nearly free
form of transport) for shopping, commuting, etc. This should be a big selling point, in my opinion.
Thanks for your efforts to improve our community.
Monroe really needs this.we are so far behind other cities of the same size. We either have to go north or
south to get in a safe bike ride where we feel safe when riding our children need this to promote more
safe outdoor exercise.
Get more bike trails
I said IDK to the usage of the loop, as I am not sure how nice of a 'walk' it would be. Those can be fast
country roads - not sure how safe I would feel or if I would enjoy the scenery as much. The M50, to 7th to
Herr to Raisinville road there doesn't seem much to offer - its pretty residential and not and not much to
look at. No places to park off if you only wanted to do a portion of the stretch. I am just not sure I see the
value. I wouldn't suggest putting a bike path downtown - its too busy and people have a hard enough time
driving through the downtown. I think North Custer has nicer scenery and has the parks and the river to
look and stop off at - so I think there is value there. Hope this helps!
Should incorporate the historical markers. Don’t like the 7th street part Difficult task you have. Like a
loop to French town park after state park back to town over to all Barron park. Maybe then of to college
then Munson and home I be. Those that ride will ride ifen you have trails or not. Won’t spend money on
this project
I don’t want to see this on W. 7th st. There is too much fast traffic going to the high school and trailer
parks.
Seems like a waste of resources and money. I live in south west Monroe and would never use this nor
would i want the extra people coming by my house.
Thank you
Yes, we need our roads fixed particularly our bridges. There is already a bike path. we spent money to
paint bike paths on the side of our roads. that money should be put to better use.
Question? This proposed trail was brought up years ago, why was it dropped then? I would like to say I
don't know how safe this trail would be from 7th St. to the college as this trail would be located totally
under power lines and you have a golf course that has no less than five holes that border the path. The
property is full of nothing but rose bushes as I have lived and walked this property for over 20 years from
my house to the college. I don't know how safely anyone can cross N. Custer across the river and cross S.
Custer to get to the college. S. Custer is one of the heaviest traveled road in Monroe County especially
when the fair is running and students are driving to the High school and college. We presently have a new
walk and bicycle path on N. Custer and a great path on Elm St. through the State Park. It doesn't state how
much this loop trail would cost but I would suggest, with our economy and loss of revenue from Detroit
Edison, money could be spent somewhere else. I would also like clarification on the significant community
attractions to be seen on the trail. There is nothing from the college to the 7th St. path, besides the
college and on River Raisin we have the Dog pound, fair grounds and ISD. Also, note this path will run
along private property and who is going to guarantee that people will not wonder unto this private
property as it is wooded and has many open fields, plus the golf course. For security reasons and safety
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for those residents that border the path I don't think this trail serves a great need.
The more trails and parks, the better.
Stewart Rd needs a sidewalk. I see people biking and walking along it between Telegraph and Blue Bush
park/library all the time, because of all the housing there is on that stretch. It's the way people access the
stores and restaurants along Telegraph, and it's dangerous because there's no sidewalk, and not enough
shoulder.
Great idea. I hope it happens and soon.
I would only use the part of the trail that does not go along a road.
Just that getting around just the town alone on a bike can be very unnerving. As close as cars, let alone
semi's, and bikes happen to come to each other.
Yes when we would make this we should think about putting places in the city where u can rent bikes to
enjoy and connect to the river walk and brithen it up
Fantastic idea!
I have heard that the currently closed Laplaisance rd bridge over I-75 might be rebuilt to allow for
bicycle/pedestrian traffic to safely cross, I AM ALL FOR THAT.
Riding in the City of Monroe is not too bad (except in downtown area) but once you get into the
townships there is no riding lane or edge to ride. Dunbar is so close to the scenic river yet there is no safe
edge to ride on and S Telegraph and S Dixie have nowhere to ride either so it is dangerous to bike. So
many roads need paved right now I pray they add bike lanes when they redo them. I would love to see
our towns connected with trails. We need to stay active for our health.
Drivers need to learn the law, pass a bicyclist by 3 feet. Let’s get some signs out there, IT’S THE LAW. Save
a life. Blacktop road shoulders make them bicycle lanes. Where possible try the new road “Wave
Delineator” building a better protected bike lane!
why is my zip code not listed in a choice in Monroe county ,I pay my taxes
I enjoy Sterling State Park as well as the trails at Munson, however sometimes it feels dangerous for a
single woman to walk these paths/trails alone. For this reason, I usually only walk the bike path starting at
Munson down to Monroe Street and back. It would be nice for those other paths/trails to have cameras,
lighting or some other safety measures implementing in order to make women feel more comfortable to
walk/bike alone or with their children.
Think this is a great idea! Would like to one day see the whole county connected via Bike path. Do not feel
safe riding on M-50/Telegraph or Monroe St.(S. Dixie Hwy) due to safety concerns. If safer options were
present it could truly transform our county.
I think its a great idea. I was first aware of the possibility in 2008 or 2009 and have been patiently waiting
for this plan to be implemented.
Thank you for working on this project.
Connect Bolles Harbor!
This is long overdue..
Thanks for researching & promoting!
Monroe County, Monroe City, County Townships, and the road commission need to get on the same page
with vision and have some planning. They constantly repave roads and hardly ever put in a shoulder for
bikes, even a small shoulder. For example out on Raisinville road the shoulder is stone, so students and all
bicyclists have to ride in the road. With the college being there shoulder should have been a priority. So a
student can ride down North Custer, but no shoulder when they get to Raisinville Road. That is just one
example of county roads...I ride all over the county, state, and country. Monroe County is embarrassing
when it comes to biking. Good Luck! I am sure the consultants and engineers will get paid with the grant.
Hardly anything seems to be followed through, but they get their money.
I am an avid cyclist in Monroe and generally ride out into the country, but would absolutely ride more in
the city of Monroe with this proposed bike path. Also, it would be great if the State park trails were
repaired due to Tree Roots.
Cycling could bring a lot to the city of Monroe. Having designated routes to get around the city would
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help tremendously.
I work in Monroe and would bike here after work if this was constructed.
Monroe County is far behind neighboring counties at developing its bicycling and non-motorized
infrastructure and I believe it is negatively impacting our economic development both in place making and
tourism.
Thanks
I oppose the loop concept but strongly support more trails in Monroe. I think its an unnecessary expense
to have the 7th street corridor. We should focus on maintain what is already built- Heritage Trail is in
rough shape - and extend the trail up North Custer (North Custer @ Raisinville is rough) and extend down
Raisinville to connect to MCCC. The options along 7th street and access it provides doesn't justify the cost
associated with building it. The most popular bike trails that come to mind are not loop trails - they are
point to point and offer extended mileage with points of interest along the way.
Connect ability and signage are two major components of any new trail system
What a great idea!
Please build this proposed trail we need more opportunities to be outside
I support bike infrastructure! While difficult to measure, it improves the quality of life and attracts new
residents that are seeking vibrant communities. I also hike quite a bit, and Monroe does not have many
options for dirt walking paths. Dirt paths are easier on the feet and cheaper to build. Paved surfaces are
nice too, but please make sure we have a mix.
This is a great idea to make a continuous loop. I just wish more than anything for drivers to be more
attentive to ensure more safety.
Thanks for working on this project. I run and bike all over Monroe, using bike lanes and road shoulders
when available. Having dedicated bike lanes or trails would be wonderful, especially on roads like M50
where vehicles are not welcoming to pedestrians.
Please do this
Yes, I think the road to old ford/visteon could be somehow utilized for a path for walking and running
Great idea! Hope it happens.
I live off of N. Custer so I see the use of the bike path and Munson Park. I used to work at MCCC so I've
seen the coming and going of the students and have long believed that at least the extension of current N.
Custer bike lanes to there would help students. I also used to teach drivers' ed and believe kids are
waiting longer to drive, thus this would help make their biking safer.
This is a no brainer.
I really hope you do this new proposed loop trail. I hope you put an access entry off of Hodge Drive so
that the people who live on Dunbar Rd would have easier & SAFER entry to this new trail. It would be
great if bike trails could be put in along Dunbar Rd.
No.
More trails and options for safe travel by foot and bike, please and thank you.
Water fountains that work for refills, restrooms that are also open would be great.
Please encourage the train companies to fix all their crossings at roads for all modes of transportation to
ensure smooth, safe crossing as we ride/drive over them.
I would use this loop more if there were north and south paths into the area.
Bike lanes should be separated from walking lanes. It is dangerous for walkers and bikers if there is a
collision. Bikes should not be on walking lanes. Bikers rarely announce passing as required by law. In the
City bikers should ride in the street and not on the sideWALKS if they are older than 12. In the City, bikers
regularly run stops signs, especially those in their “factory-sponsored racing uniforms.” They are under
most of the same regulations as motor vehicles. Lanes shared by bikes and pedestrians should be at least
8’ wide, 3’ for a pair of walkers in each direction and a 2’ center section marked for bikers.
Please do this. I see the heavy traffic on existing trails/walkways and believe it would be very popular and
expense the user base.
I’m excited about this project! It would be well utilized and provide a safe healthy activity for families and
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people of all ages. We have a beautiful community that needs to be seen!
Despite what a great idea this is, I have major concerns that they won't be kept up in the future.
Have dog station with bags for the poop and container to put it in along the trails
Everyday I drive on N. Custer Rd to get to work. The bike trail (not the new bike lane) is too narrow for
safety. Cars have to swerve around the cyclists/or joggers. I would recommend that each property owner
(or the city) move their mailbox 2 feet back from the roadway so the cyclist can use the full width of the
pavement without getting too close to the mailboxes . Many times I have had to swerve around a cyclist
to protect them, especially younger children.
Crossing M-50 safely on foot will be a major challenge. Do you have a plan? Will MDOT allow a longer light
sequence?
Road path needs to be marked at one way for bicyclists. I see too many people riding against traffic on the
road and near accidents when opposing bikers meet and cars are on road too. Recently have also seen
people walking the road bike path which is not safe either. Markings and signs need posting with ability to
cite tickets. I am concerned if it expands as planned there will be more danger and unsafe behaviors
without some sort of signage or road markings.
We should invest in our community. It has always been frustrating that we have to travel 30 - 45 minutes
away and have lovely biking and walking trails.
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